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The report will cover three factors within each of the Member
States:
a) reception facilities (Directive 77/486/EEC, article 2, paragraph 
b) teacher training (Directive 77/486/EEC, article 2, parag-raph 2)
c) teaching of the mother tongue and culture of the country of
origin (Directive 77/ 486/EEC, article /1~
INTRODUCTIONPreamble
Notice of Directive 77/466/EEC
l of 25 July 1977 on the education
of  the children of migrant workers was addressed to the Member States
by the President of the Council on 2 August 1977, and the Directive
became operative on that notification.
Article 4  of  the Directive requir.es that the Member States to take
the necessary measures to comply with the Directive within four years
of its notification. In other words, the measures were to be applied 
full in all member States  from  2 August 1981.
In accordance with article 5 of the Directive , in 1982 the
Commission requested the Governments of the Member States to furnish
full particulars of their implementation of the Directive. Based on the
information received by March 1983, the Commission staff drew up 
report3 describing the measutes adopted by 
Member States with  view
to implementing the three objectives laId down by the Directi\r
to provide free tuition to facilitate initial reception, in p/irticular
intensive teaching of the official language  or  one of the official
languages  oJ  the host country;
to provide initial and ful'ther training for the teachers responsible
for  the children of migrant workers;
to promote teaching of the mother tongue and culture of the
country of origin.
In July 1985, again in accordance with article 5  of  the Directive,
the Commission forwarded  second questionnaire to the ~'Yer:1ber States.
The report that follows has been compiled in the light of their replies 4
Since the replies were requested by December 1985, no accoc.int has been
taken of the situation in Spain and Portugal.
-------------
1 OJ No L 199/32, 6 August 1977
Article 5 states: "The Member States shall forward to the Com-
mission within five years  of  the notification of this Directive, and
subsequently  at  regular intervals at the request  of  the Commission,
all relevant information to enable
., 
the Commission to report to the
Council on the application of this Direc:tive
CO M( 84) 54 final, 10 February 1984.
The information compiled refers to school year 1984-85.
"c.For years the Commission has made efforts to :)i'ing solutions to the
many problems raised in the Community by the edu~tion of the children of
migrant workers.
To this end, the Community has introduced several legal instruments,
and we shall devote a few lines here to their content and the extent to
which they are binding.
1. Regulation (EEC) No. 1112/68 of the CoImcn of 1$ October 1968 on
. .
freedom of movement of workers within the CommWIitJ 
Article 12 of this Regulation is worded as follows:
The children of a national of a Member State who is or has been
employed in the territory of another Member State shsII be admitted 
that State s general educational, apprenticeship and vocational training
courses under the same conditions as the nationals of that State, if
such children .areresiding in its territory.
"Member States shall encourage all efforts to enable such children to
attend these courses under the best possible conditions~n
SCOPE OF ARTICLE 12: the European Court of Justice has stated that:
"In providing that the children of a national of a Member State who is
or has been empJoyed in the territory of another Member State shall be
admitted to educational courses ' under the same conditions as the
nationals' of the host State, Article 12 of Ref;.alation No 1612/68 refers
not only to rules relating to admission, but  to geneml measures
in tended to facilita te educational attendance.
6 OJ No L 257, 19 October 1968
Judgment of the Court of 3 July 1974 (case 9/7(, Casagrande v
Landeshauptstadt Mtinchen),  European Court Reports (ECR), 1974, pp. 173-
785.
Judgment of the Court of 29 January 1975 (Alaico v Prefect of the
Rhone), ECR, 1975, I,
pp. 109-116.
On this subject, see also:
Judgment of the Court of 15 October 1969 (case 15/69, U;;liolll),
ECR, 1969, p. 363.
Judgment of the Court of 13 December 1972 (caEe 44/72, Marsman),
ECR, 1972, p. 1243.
Judgment of the Court of 11 April 1973 (case  76172,  Michel S.
ECR, 1973, p. 437.This means that all the .aid, direct or indirect, gh"en to promote ac.cess to
general, technical and vocational education is also available to the chiJdren
of workers of other Member States under the same conditions as for
nationals. The same applies to grants for students continuing their post-
secondary studies (whether or not at university) . or post-graduate studies.
2. Itesolutloo of the CoPen ud the IIInIster8 of EthcaUOI1 meetIDg witbiD
the Coenen of I FebruatJ lUG,  aD aetion programme iD the field
of education 8 
In this Resolution, the Ministers express the will of the Member States
to promote, for the benefit of the nations of Member States and of non-
member countries, the fo~owing actions:
organizing and developing a reception system whicb w()uld include
intensive study of the language or languages of the host country;
providing more opportunities as appropriate for teaching these children
their mother tongue and culture, if possible in school and in
collaboration with the country of origin;
providing more informa,tion for families on the training and educational
opportunities available to them.
To do this, the following measures are to be implemented at Community level:
exchange of information and experience concerning the organization of
suitable types of teaching, taking the form of a limited number of pilot
schemes to enable these types of teaching to be compared and assessed,
and cooperation in the training of teachers required to assume
responsibility in this field;
--------------
8 OJ No C 38, 19 February 1916, pp. 1-5
See also:
Council Resolution of 21 January 1974 concerning a social action
pr06ramme, OJ No C 13, 12 February 1974, pp. 1-4.
Resolution of Ministers of Education meeting within the Council, 6
June 1974, on cooperation in the field of education, OJ No C 98, 20
August 1974, p. 2.
Council Resolution of 9 February 1976 on an action programme for
migrant workers and members of their families, OJ No C 34, 
February 1976, p. 2.
See on this subject the  Report from the Commission to the Council
(COM(84) 244 final, 27 April 1984) on pijpt scheIDes (l976-19H2) relating
to the education of the migrant workers' children, Office for Official
Publications of the European Communities, Luxembourg, 1984, 42 pages.educational studies and research" on various tot'ics, such as adapted
, language-teaching methods and the place and iIrportance of the
mother tongue and culture in school curricula.
3. CoancnDlrectiYe n/4I1/JmC, i$ July 11'1'1, OD Ute education of Ute
cl1Ddren of mlCrut vcden
Both the content and the binding force of this directive should be
discussed in depth, since the subject of this report is the implementation
of the directive within each Member. State.
SCOPE OF DIRECTIVE 77/486/EEC
The scope of the directive, as a binding legal instrument, is confined
to the dependant children of any worker who is a national of another
Member State, where these children are resident in the territory of the
Member State in which that national carries on or bas carried on an
activity as an employed person.
A Council declaration, published at the time of adopting the direct-
ive, however, confirms that it is the political will of the Council and
Meffi:ber States to implement the objectives stated in the directive in the
case of children of migrant workers originating from non-EEC countries as
well.
1.1  Article 1, Directive 77/486: the beneficiaries of the pro\'isions of
the Directive.
The directive shall apply to children for whom school attendance
is compulsory under the laws of the host State
As o( 1 January 1987, the period of compulsory school attt'ada.::ce
in European Community Member States was as follows:
- - - - - - - - - - -- -
10 OJ No L 199/32. -6 'August 1977BELGIUM
DENMARK
FRG
GREECE
SP AIN
FRANCE
IRELAND
ITALY
LUXEMBOURG
NETHERLANDS
PORWGAL
UNITED KINGDOM
G to 18
7 to 16
6 to 15/16
12, 13
51 to 141
6 to 14
6 to 16
6 to 15
6 to 14
5 to 15
5 to 16
6 to 15
5 to 16
1.2  Article 2, Directive 77/486: the beneficiaries of the pro\"is!ons of the
Directive.
Member States shall, in accordance with their national ClrClJffi..tances
and legal systems, take appropriate measures to ensure that free tuition to
facilitate initial reception is offered in their territory to the children referred
to in Article 1, including, in particular, the teaching - adapted to the specific
needs of such children - of the official language or one of the official languag--
es of the host Sta te
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
11 "
Full-time school attendance shall be compulsory up to the age of fifteen
and shaII consist of a maximum of seVen years' primary education and at
least the first two years of full-time secondary education; in no circum-
stances shall compulsory full-time school attendance be extended beyond the
age of sixteen.
The period of compulsory full-time school attendance shall be foIIowed by a
period of compulsory part-time school attendance. The part-time school at-
tendance obligation shall be fulfilled by continuing with full-time secondary
education or by attending shorter hours of education or a course recognized 
as meeting the compulsory school education requirements. (Law of 29
June 1983 on compulsory school attendance, article 1, S 1;  I\::miteur Beige
6 July 1983, p. 8832)
12 
16 in the Lander of Berlin and North Rhine-Westphalia.
13 
art-time vocational education is also compulsory up to the age of IS for
those not in full-time school education.
14 The first year of compulsory school attendance is in pre-school education;
primary education begins at the age of 6.
Compulsory school attendance ends:
- either on completion of twelve full .years' education
- or at the end of the school year in whl~h the child reaches the age of 16
At the end of this period, the child must still attend school on a part-time
basis for one year.
From school year 1987-Various forms of reception education are provided in the Community.
Although there are many variations, basically they are of five types:
Language immersion: children are put in the normal class for their age,
and are given separate intensive tuitition in the host lanE;'.;.age, individual":
ly or in small groups, at least once a day;
Mixed reception classes: children of different natioI18.lities are put into
special classes with a smaller number of pupils for 1 or 2 years, where
they receive intensive tuition in the host language, aIthoufih they join
the .other children in the school for certain activities (such as gym or
singing);
National reception classes: children from the .same country are placed in
a special class with a normal number of pupils for 1 or 2 years, where
they receive intensive tuition in the host language and ge.:eral education
in their own language, to help them move on to an ordina~i class;
Bilingual national classes: children of the same nationality attend these
classes for 4 to 6 years, their education being given partly in their own
language and partly in the host language;
Language support: remedial or compensatory education is provided for
foreign pupils placed in ordinary classes, to ilT\'rove their knowledge of
the host language.
1.3 Article 2, Directive 77/486: the training of teachers.
The second paragraph of article 2 states that: "Membe~ States shall
take the measures necessary for the training and further trainbg of the
teachers who are to provide this tuition.
Member States are, therefore, under an obligation to provide initial
and further training for teachers who are responsible for the c:.ildren of
migrant workers.
Various forms of initial and further training for the stF.:f teachbg the
children of immigrants have been developed:
Optional or compulsory basic training modules designed as an introduc-
tion to the problems of foreign children and teaching met:.':xls.
Additional specialist training, such as specialisation in tea~hing the host
language as a second language or in mterc1:11tural educatio:x.
In-service training, to make staff more aware of the problems of im-
mig-ration or to provide further training in teaching metho~ suited to
the needs of the children of immigrants.1.4 Article 3, Directive 77/486: the beneficiaries of the provisions of the
Directive.
Member States shall, in accordance with their national circumstances
and legal systems, and in cooperation with States of origin, take appropriate
measures to promote, in coordination with normal education, teaching  or  the
mother tongue and culture of the country or origin" for the children of
migrant workers.
Since the directive came into force, the teaching of the mother
tongue and culture of the country of origin has beccime part of the school
education provided for. children of compulsory school attendance age in each
of the Member States.
Various models for the teaching of the mother tongue and culture of
the country of origin have been developed or are being teste(!:
Integrated teaching
Teaching whose methods and content are coordinated with ordinary teach-
ing, ifI\)B.rted during normal school hours.
Deferred teaching
Teaching whose methods and content are coordinated with ordinary teach-
ing, i~arted immediately before or after normal school bours.
Teaching of tbe mother tongue as a foreign language
Teaching of the mother tongue and culture of the country of origin that
replaces teaching of a foreign language, given as a compulsory or optio-
nal subject in the normal secondary education curriculum.
Extrascholastic teaching
Teaching that is not coordinated with ordinary teachinz, imparted out-
side school hours by private associations or consulates, for which the
educational authorities in the host country are not responsible. In ot'-,er
words, it does not meet the requirements set out in the Directin~.BINDING FORCE OF DIRECTIVE 77/486/EEC
General
Under article 189 of the Treaty establishing the European Economic
Community, II  A directive shall be binding, as to the result to beachie\'ed,
upon each Member State to which it is addressed, but shall leave to the
national authorities the choice of form and methodsn l'l
It is the Commission that supervises that a directive has been
implemented by the various member States. To enable the Commission to
perform this supervisory mission to the full, directives usuan/8 place an
obligation on Member States to notify the Commission of the implementing
measures they have adopted.
Article 169 of the EEC Treaty states:
"If the Comission considers that a member State has failed to fulfil an
obligation under this Treaty, it shall deliver a reasoned opinion on the
matter after giving the Sta te concerned the opportunity to submit its
observations.
"If the State concerned does not comply with the opinion within the
period laid down by the Commission, the latter may bring the matter
before the Court of Justice.
The special case of articles 2 and 3, Directive 77/486
Whereas article 2 is so worded as to leave DO doubt as to its truly
binding force on Member States, this is not the case with article 3. The
terms it employs  Member States shall o.o. take appropriate measures19 to
promote o.. ) are such that the directive merely places an obligation on
Member States to deploy efforts along the desired lines.
-------------
17 "Freedom of form means that Member States are free to translate the
directive into legislation, regulations or administrati\'e prov15ions: it
concerns the nature of the implementing measure. Freedo:!1 .)i ::leElOds, on
the other hand, relates to .the material content of the rnc'J.sure to 
adopted." (Rene JOLIET, 
~. 
cit ., p. 149)
18 This is also the case with articles 4 and 5 of Directive iiI 486/EEC.
19 What is covered by the concept of "appropriate measures" is difficult to
interpret; this is a question of facts. European Pa.rliament Resolutions  SUbsequent to Directive 77'4aS/EF.c
In four resolutions dated 18 September 1981, 16 April and 9 l\fuy 1985
and 10 April 1987 , the European Parliament "calls on those Member States
which have shown a considerable delay in implementing the Directive to take
measures to bring their statutory and administrative provisions into line with
the provisions of the Directive as soon as possible , and asks the Commission
"to initiate the procedures provided for in the Treaties against Member States
who fail to fulfil their obligations
" .
It also calls on "the Council of the Ministers of Education to include in
the agenda for its next meeting theeclucation of the children  of  miGrant
workets, calling .for very particular efforts to apply the directive in fun". It
points out "howi~ortant it is for the directive to be applied as  whole if
effective equality is to be established for the citizens of the Europe of
tomorrow, wherever their place of residence and whatever their nationality of
origin
" .
In the same way, it "calls upon the Member States to extend, as some
already have done either fully or partiallY, the provisions of the directive 
question to the children of residents of all ethnic minority groups whose
language or culture differs from that of the indigenous community amongst
whom they reside. Urges, further, that this should be done irrespective 
whether these ethnic minority residents have citizenship of the country in
which they are living and even if they are permanently settled"
Resolution on the education of the children of migrant workers,
18 September 1981. OJ No C 260, 12 October 1981, pp. 127-128;
Resolution on the implementation of Directive 77/486/EEC on the
education of the chiJdren of migrant workers, 16 April lSts5
OJ No C 122, 20 May 1985, pp. 61-63;
Resolution closing the procedure for consultation of the EJ.lro~ean
Parliament on the communication from the Commission  of  the European
Communities to the Council on guidelines for a Community voHey 011
migration together with a draft Council resolution; OJ No C 141,
10 June 1985, pp. 462-468;
Resolution on the implementation of Dir,ective 77/486/EEC, 10 April
1987.INTRODUCTION
In the pages that follow, the ways in which the directive is
being implemented in each member State. shall be revieuwed unoer the
following three headings: a. reception measures;
teacher training;
tuition in the Ianguage and culture of origin.
Conclusions shall be stated at the ~nci of each secHon on the member
States.
The analysis is based on the information proYided by Member States regarding
school year 1984-85; and some of the States may have adopted additional
measures since then with a view to improving the education of the children
of migrant workers in their ter.ritory
-------------
Note: up to the present no infringement proceedings have been initiated.
22 We 
shall report any major abrogations and/or a7:1endments that have b"en
made since 1985 that have come to our knowled;e, where these might
influence our judgment as to the existence or non-existence of
infringements.
The statistics included in the report are omY those available to the
Sta tis tical Office of the European Communities, and they are given purely
for guidance.I I. SI1UATIOH REGARDING THE APPLICATION OF TIm
DiREcTIVE IN - 1'HE - KEMBER 'STATESBELGIUMINTRODUCTION
S 18 tistles
The lateSt population census, conducted in March 1981, showed that
there are 8 970 070 Belgian nationals23 and 878 577 foreign nationals24 in
Belgium. This means that the latter group, more than 75% of whom are
European nationals, account for almost 9% of the country s total population.
Foreign nationals make up 23.9% of the population of Brussels25 and
12.7% of the population of Wallonia, but only 4.1% of the Flemish population.
The number of foreign children attending Belgian schools can be estimated as ,
250,000
In the light of the statistics for 1984-85 t6~les art: .;:ro'-!rI up
on the following two pages.
-------------
23 Compared 
with 8 954,662 at the time of the 1970 census, an O.2'?o
increase.
Compared with 696,282 at the time of the 1970 census, a 26. -iQ increase.
25 
Note: in the Brussels region, young foreign nationals make up 42.5% of
the 0-14 age group and 30.3% of the 15-19 age group.
26 "L'1 year 1980-81, the number of foreign pupils was 232 057, i.e. 12.20%
oi the whole school population. Even so, the percentage varies consijer-
ably from one region to another. In Brussels, young immigrants make up
36.7796 of the school population; th~ per-centage is 17.13% in the Walloon
region and 5.60% in the Flemish region." (BLAISE P.,  La scolarite des
jeunes irnmigres" , in  Tribune immigree, January-March 1988, p. 5).Country
of origin
I Denmark
i GemJany
I France
Greece
. Ireland
: Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
i UK
; Spain
i Portugal
Turkey
i Ma&hreb
I Others
H8Q-Sl
French-speaking and German-speaking ~ystem
Nursery Prunary pecondary education Secondary education Special education
schools education first stage second stage primary secondary
618
664
782
12,650
161
288
445
806
459
764\
503 
812
072
23.95%
21.
31 ,
122 I
516 I 2 2~2
396 i
331
26,551 i 5,411
443 I
772 '
609
829 I
985 I
850 I
:::::1 
:::::
345 984 14,861
23.73% - 22.3% . 22.18%
(- 22.5% 
boys
293
339
246
173
113
990
191
998
girls
224
009
334
183
108
168
118
962
176
988
304
279
boys
381
251
582
216
389
247
120
622
271
978
052
194
313
19.14%
girls
312
845
558
581
215
275
109
579
270
755
013
936
19,460
18.33%
15.
589
980
137
196
990
203
244
25.68%
214
115
209 I
31 
117
763 I
172
801
28.59~'O IDutch-speaking system
statistics for 1984-
Country Nursery Primary Secondary education Special education
of origin schools education
boys girls boys girls
Denmark
Germany 303 547 436 412
France 499 014 444 551
Greece 269 385 221 192
Ireland
Italy 125 450 530 356 186
Luxembourg
Netherlands 724 392 160 875 145
322 603 213 223
Spain 557 884 552 547
Portugal 128 174 108
Algeria 138 247 113 135
Morocco 238 770 153 809 340 178
TunisIa 229 270
Turkey 510 684 988 491 209 154
081 391 052 798 127 662
41% 41% 57% 5U:;';'
15.
47%
1986-81 128 23,360 14,179 826
% of total number of pu;?ils (BelJian + foreiJn)The division of responsibilities in Belgium
For more than a century, the Ministry of Public Education has been
headed by a single minister responsible Cor the whole of Belgium and all
educational matters.
Over the past thirty years, however, there have been two major
changes. Taking them in chronological order, the first was the splitting of
the ministry into two bodies, one headed by a French-speakin(; minister and
the other bya Dutch-speaking minister. This VIas follo'li~d by the intro-
duction of "article 59 bis" into the Belgian Constitution. Each language
community has its own ministry, with the result that there are at present
five ministers of education in Belgium.
The two national ministers deal, each within his or her respective
sphere, with the subjects listed in article 59 bis S2. in other words
everything pertaining to educational arrangements, compulsory schooling,
teaching structures, diplomas, grants, pay and rules on the school
population . The three language community ministers deal with everything
not coming within the purview of the two national ministers.
In the pages that follow, we shall consider the steps that Be~ii.im has
taken in order to comply with the requirements of Directive 77/486/EEC.
Since differing measures have been adopted on the two sides of the
language frontier, we shall describe separately the steps taken in Dutch-
speaking Belgium and what has been done in French- and German-speaking
Belgium.
-------------
27 In practice, these seven subjects account for oyer 95% of all the
matters that have to be handled.FRENCH- A.~ GERMAN-8PEAKING BELGn::\l.
Reception and support mee.sures (Directfye 17/486/EEC. article 2.
1.1.1
Pre-school and primary education
Tultlcm in the IIeboo1  Janpage
Article 17 of Royal Decree of 30 August 198428 states:
"Sl. Tuition in the language in which education is imparted may be
arranged, in three periods a week, for the benefit of pupils whO are
stateless or of foreign nationality:
1) whose mother tongue or language of habitual use is not the
language in which education is imparted;
who have been'in Belgian primary education for less than three
full years and do not have an adequa te command of the language
in which education is imparted to adapt successfully to the work
of the class in which they are enrolled;
whose parents or guardians are domiciled or resident in Belgium
and do not have Belgian na tionality.
"S2. The course specified in Sl. above shall be taken by s~ecial staff
with a primary school teaching diploma
The course may be established in any school having at least 
pupils satisfying the above requirements.
"S3. The number of periods per school for the pupils described i..1 Sl.
above shall be as follows:
10 to 20 pupils
21 to 44 pupils
45 to 59 pupils
60 to 74 pupils
75 to 89 pupils
each additional 15
3 periods
6 periods
9 periods
12 periods
15 periods
+3 periods pupils
"S4. The course shall be given during normal school openinb hours.
-------------
28 Decree on pre-school and ordinary primary education based 0:1 a capital
of periods,  Moniteur BeIge, 5 September 1984, pp. 12 238-12 246.
29 
Unfortunately, the additional staff tend'to be recruited from among
young, unemployed and very inexperienced diploma-holders.1.1.2 Special t~r staff
For many years 0, it has been permissible to take on additional
teachers with special temporary status onan3innual basis, to he1p with the
education of the children of migrant workers
The number of teachers in a school depends on the number of
children in that school. For the purpose of determining the size of the
teaching staff, the number of children is adjusted as follows:
nursery schools in which over 3096 of the children are stateless or
foreign nationals: the number of such children is multiplied by a
coefficient of 2;
primary schools in which over 3096 of the children are stateless or
foreign nationals:
1st and 2nd years: the number of children of immigrants is
multiplied by a coefficient of 1.
other years: the number of children of immigrants is multiplied by
a coefficient of 1.3.
In September 1986, staff with special temporary status .and trainee
teachers assigned to the educa tion of the children of migrant workers were
withdrawn in the French-speaking part of the country.
1.1.3 Remedial teadI.iDg
A ministerial circular of 1 August 1985 recommends, but does not
specify the resources for, sustained support for the children of immigrants,
as well as the recruitment of staff from the immigrant community to work
for better links between the school and families.
1.2  Secondary education
1.2. Tuition in the school woddng language
Tuition courses have existed in primary education for many years
but were introduced into secondary education in September 1982.
The circular of 1 September 1982 by which they were established
states that intensive courses in French may be arranged for the benefit of
the children of migrant workers who have not attended the six years of
French-speaking primary education, provided that:
-------------
30 by Royal Decrees, the details of which are set out in ministerial
circulars. The most recent piece of legislation was the Royal D.?cree of
14 August 1981, laying down implementing procedures for the spE-dal
temporary staff scheme in the National Education sector (Moniteur
BeIge 28 August 1981, pp. 10 727-10 728).
31  Statistics the number of staff with special temporary status taken on
in school year 1985-86 in the French-speaking system was 150.the local educational psycllology centre has found them to be of
sufficient ability, and
in the opinion of the class or admission council, their command of the
French language is inadequa te.
It goes without saying that there is no coIq)u1sion on pupils to enrol
for the course.
For a course to be set up, the norm is that there should be ten
regular pupils, and that figur.e must be attained in each school year in which
an annual course or studies are set up. For. two such courses, there must be
16 pupils in the two groups combined, 31 in three groups, and so on per
group of 15 additional pupils.
The level at which the course may be arranged is the first A year
and the second common-core year, as well as the first B year and the
second vocational year. FQr pupils taking the course, eight or nine 5G-minute
periods (depending on tile classes) are set aside each week for French
tuition.
If additional teachers have to be taken on because of the
establishment of a course, they must be taken from the quota of "National
Education Ministry trainees" assigned to each system. Nevertheless, mother-
tongue teachers with permanent status may also be used (or those whose
permanent status has been approved, in cases where such approval exists) if
they would otherwise have been on the waiting list due to the shortage of
teaching posts.
Teacher tralniBg (DirectiYe 'f1/U6/EEC, article 2.
Belgian teachers
2 . In! tlal t:ra.Inlng
No specific' training for teachers
immigrants has as yet been introduced.
who are to teach the children of
In a 1975 circular, however, the /Minister of ~8.tional Education
autllorized the heads of teacher training colleges to Hrrange courses to make
future teachers more aware of the problems created by the education of the
children of immigrants, and a few of the colleges ha\"e embarked on this
course of action.
A few higher education establishments that train teachers al50
require their students to go on placements in schools in which there are
many foreign pupils.
In addition, a training module on the subject of intercultural
teaching methods is under production. When it is introduced, it will be takeI
by all those who intend to teach in basic and lower secondary education.1.2 In-serriee training
Continuing training for teaching staff has been arranged under a
pilot scheme, which has been in existence since 1983 under the auspices of
the Commission.
Teachers are allowed to take ofe two afternoons a month for
further training. Some of the organizing authorities and associations
32 are
offering courses in intercultural teaching methods. Even so, no specific in-
service teacher training measures have as yet been adopted.
Foreign teachers
Initial and additional trainiog
No additional training in teaching methods has been arranged in
Belgium for the foreign teachers made available by consulates.
In-ser'riee trainIDg
Foreign consulates arrange retraining sessions for their teachers.
No in-service training measure has been adopted in Belgium for
foreign teachers.
3.  Tuition fiR the laDguage and caltDre of origin (Direetiye 11/4:86/EEC.,
article 3)
Primary education
Two ministerial circulars, issued on 28 September 1983 and 1 August
1985, recommend that the tuition in the language and culture of origin given
by consular services be incorporated in the school timetable.
-------------
32 Such as 
the Freinet de Belgique move:nent, the Confederation Gen~rale
des Enseignants (Teachers' general confedera Hon) and the Centre socio-
culture! des immigres de Bruxelles (B,ussels immigrants ' s~(:io-cultural
centre).Some 92 schools offer "inserted tuition 33 or "in:'=JTated tuition 34 in
the language and culture of origin. This is provided for about 10% of the
c 1 ren 0 Imm16rants .
Secondary education
In academic year 1984-85, two secondary 'schools offered tuition in
the language and culture of origin under a 'pilot 5"..h.eme.
Extra-scholastic tuition
Tuition in the language and culture of origin is arranbed outside the
school system by embassies and immigrants' associations.
Teachers of the language and culture of origin
Status
Foreign teachers in the service of consulates have the status of
civil servants on detachment or special consular .staff. They are appointed
and paid by the consulates.
A few foreign teachers are paid by the local authorities and the
Ministry of Employment, with the working status of ~cial temporary staff.
A few Arab-language teachers are hired and paid by immigrants
associations.
3.4. Educational eooperation between BeIgiDm aad the eountries of origin
Cooperation between school beads, teachers and the Belgian
inspectorate on the one hand and, on the other, consular departments and
foreign teachers exists under pilot schemes, on the subject of inteGrated and
deferred tuition in the language and culture of ori~in. It does not exist
elsewhere.
-------------
33 Course included in the school timetable but not giving rise to
cooperation with the Belgian education team.
34 Course included in the school timetable and, for intercultural purj)ose,;,
giving rise to cooperation with the. Belgian education team.
35 
Although no  amendment to legislation has as yet been tabled in
Parliament, to say that the measures to integrate tuition in language
and culture of origin are no more than pilot schemes would be an
exaggeration. The Director General of Basic Education (especially in the
French~speakinb system) has not refused a..:lY ap~lications for
authoriza tion.II. DUTCH-SPEAKING BELGIUM.
Reception and support measures (Directive 17/486!.EEC, article 2.
1.1 Pre-school and primary education
1.1.1 Tuition In the school 'A'orfdng 
Royal Decree of 13 August 1984 organizing pre-school and
ordinary primary education on the basis of Ii capital of periods is also
applicable to Dutch-speaking Belgium
1.1.2 Special t~rary staff
The measures applicable to French- and German-speaking Belgium
also apply in Dutch-speaking Belgium
Note: whereas staff with special temporary status and tr.ainee teachers
assigned to the education of the children of migrant workers have
been withdra wn in the French-speaking part of the country, they
have been retained in Dutch-speaking Belgium.
1.2 Secondary education
1.2. Tuition in the scboolworfdng laDgu.age
A circular of 24 November 1984 authorized the creation of
transition classes (first B year) for the children of foreigners with an
inadequate command of Dutch, in order to bring their language and general
knowledge up to the requisite edUCB. tional .standard (eight hours ' tuition in
Dutch per week).
36 
Sta tis tics: 
Language tuition (in Dutch-speaking system): 1 474 hours.
Approximately 4,910 pupils (about 18.596 of all foreign pupils
in 1984-85).
37  Statistics:
Special temporary staff taken on in school year 1985-86 L'1
the Dutch-speaking system: 200.Teacher training (Directive 'l7/,u6/EEC, article 2.
1.1
Belgian teachers
Initial training
A circular dated 26 June 1985 established 8.11 introductory course
on the problems of immigrant children as part of aU the shorter courses of
teacher training higher education (the courses that train staff for pre-
school, primary and lower secondary education). An intercultural training
module has also been produced under 8. UNESCO scheme.
In-serrlee training
The 26 June 1985 circular also established a link between initial
and in-service training.
All schools are taking part in a pilot scheme entitled "Education a
la rencontre 38 and secondary education pilot schemes, under which they
hold in-service training sessions for their staff. The stress is on the
teaching of Dutch as a foreign language, intercultural €duca tion and the
dynamics .of heterogeneous groups.
Foreign teachers
Initial ud additiODlJRl tnrlning
No addi:ional training in teaching methods has been arranged in
Belgium for the foreign teachers made available by consula tes, although the
Ministry for Dutch-speaking Education has brought out an information
booklet for foreign teachers.
In-seniee training
Foreign consulates arrange retraining sessions for their teachers,
with courses in the Dutch language being offered to foreig-n teachers.
Foreign teachers taking part in the "Education Ii la re;1contre pilot
scheme and foreign teachers in the secondary schools participating in pilot
schemes attend in-service training sessions on a par with. Belgian staff.
38 This is described in the 1984 CoITlmission report (Com(84) 54).3.  Tuition in the l.a.ng'u.age ud culture of ol'~in (DIrective 11/48S/EEC
article 3)
Primary education
1.1  The "Education a la rencontre" pilot scheme has been extended by
three years by a circular of 10 October 1985.
Statistics for 1984-85:
No. of schools taking part: 46
Total no. of pupils covered: 10,322
Language Total no.
of pupils
No. receiving tuition in their
mother tongue and culture
Italian
Greek
Spanish
Turkish
Arabic
006
147
161
544
491
542
265
271
431
No. of foreign teachers: 136
142
Part of the reason for the inequalities in the participation of
the various nationalities is their geographical distribution.
1.2  Deferred education in the language and culture of origin
organized by foreign consulates, inunigrants' associations or centres for
migrant workers:
Number of pupils
Language: Greek
Italian
Spanish
Turkish
Arabic
in 1984:
179
894
425
0252;3
Secondary educa tion
' Transition classes
Established on the basis of a circular of 24 November 1984, these
provide two hours' tuition per week in .the language of origin. Five schools
have launched these transition classes.
A plJot scbeme: "immigrant pupils in secondatJ education"
This is taking place in five secondary schools in Limbourg. Five
languages of origin are being taught bya variety of methods, b-.Jth in
general education and in technical and vocational education.
Extra-scholastic tuition
Tuition in the language and culture of origin is arranged outside the
school system by foreign consulates .and immigrants' associations. This
tuition is not linked in any way with the Belgian primary or secondary
educational system; in many cases, the same class is attended by pupils
from both levels 01 education.
Number of pupils in 1984-85:
Language: Arabic
Greek
Italian
Portuguese
Spanish
Turkish
515
305
150
020
029
Teachers of the language and culture of origin
Everything stated on the subject of the French-speaking part of
Belgium also applies under this heading.Conclusions
Since 1982, Belgium has done ve~y little to change the reception
measures that help the children of migrant workers to fit LIlto school
education.
Satisfactory progress appears to have been made in the training of
teachers, especially in the Dutch-speaking part of the country.
In the French-speaking part of the country, measures are needed to
provide specific initial training for teachers who will be responsible for the
children of immigrants.
The in-service training courses organized by a few private institutions
are still inadequate 
40 and should be expanded.
In connection with the teaching of the languages and cultures of
origin of the children of migrant workers, integrated or deferred tuition in
the language of origin is provided for 18% of the children of immigrants in
primary education in Dutch-speaking Belgium, although only 10 secondary
schools offer this tuition.
The situation is even less promising in the French-speaking area: the
number of pupils receiving integrated or inserted tuition in their language
of origin is only just 10% in primary education and virtually nil in
secondary education. Furthermore, the inserted tuition that does exist is
not coordinated with ordinary education.
The Belgian authorities should make a real effort to increase the
provision of tuition in languages and cultures of origin (particularly at the
secondary level), to coordinate this tuition with ordinary education more
closely and to improve cooperation with the authorities of the mi~rant
workers' countries of origin.
Note, however that  the withdrawal of special temporary staff and
National Education trainees from the French-speaking syste:n de~riYes
schools of the staff that provide educational reception facilities.
Reminder: in French-speaking Belgium, over 22% of pupils in the 6-14
age group are the children of imrnigrants.DENMARKIntroduction
S ta t:istia
Denmark has a population of approximately 5,100 000.
In 1986, there were a total of 116,951 foreign nationals in Denmark,
680 of whom were from other European Community Member States.
Denmark has provided the following figures on the number of non-
Danish children in primary and secondary education.
Pre-primary and Upper secondary
Folkeskolen schools
Fa roes/Greenland 104
Scandinavian countries 378 303
European Community coon tries 389 417
Poland 166
Yugoslavia 099
Turkey 616
Central Europe 205
North America 136
Chile 162
Rest Central La tin America 122
Morocco 530
Rest Africa 176
Middle East 209
Pakistan 852
Formosa - Hong Kong
Vietnam 724
Philippmes
Rest Asia 351 117
Other coun tries
386 179
of whom: pre-primary schools
Folkeskolen
1.184 (988 in 1982)
303 (8 215 in 1982)Measures adopted by Denmark In favour of the children of
migrant workers
Reception and support meuures (Directive  "l1/4:86/KEC"  article 2.
1.1 Preliminary remarks
The reception system is based on work with individua1s and with
groups.
All the facilities that have been set up are available to the children
of nationals of European Community Member States and other countries
without distinction.
There is an individual right to reception tuition.
The cost of this tuition is borne by the local authority in which the
pupil lives, even if pupi1s from two or more local author.ities or at district
level are grouped together.
1.2 Reception classes
Intensive tuition is given in the Danish language, the number of
normal classroom activities in which the children join being gradually
increased.
The maximum number of pupils per class at the beginning o.f the
school year is 12.
1.3 Individual or group tuition in Danish
Intensive tuition is given in the Danish language. Outside the time
~pent on learning Danish, pupils join in normal classroom activities.
The maximum number of pupils per group is 7.
-------------
41 These 
measures are set out in four circulars of 4 March 1976,
27 January 1978, 20 August 1980- ano'20 November 1984.
42 
. .
er 0 pup rece~Vlng reception tuition:
Pre-primary schoo.ls 162 (17.38% of immigrant pupils)
Folkeskolen 1 514 (16.45% of immigrant pupils)This education cannot begin until the child has acquired some
knowledge of Danish, in other words after, the receL'tion class or. intensive
individual or group tuition.
There are no set standards as to the number of hours' tuition per
week or a minimum number of pupils.
1.5 Special classes for new arrivals over the age of 
Classes may be arranged by one or more local authorities for
foreign-language pupils. They receive intensive tuition in Danish, as well as
general education equivalent in standard to FoIkeskolen classes 8 to 10.
The minimum/maximum number of hours per week is 24-30.
The maximum number of pupils per class at the beginning of the
school year is 12.
Other measures
Exceptions may be made to the rules on the Folkeskole leaving
examinations in the case of pupils whose mother tongue is not Danish:
more time to prepare totoral examinations;
more time allowed for written examinations in Danish, mathematics,
English and German;
the text of maths and composition examinations may be tape-
recorded by a teacher designated by the school;
dictionaries may be used to translate from Danish to the pupil'
mother tongue .01' a third language.
Teacher training (Directive 'l'7/486/EEC, article 
Danish teachers
1.1 Ini Hal training
The options open to future primary and lower secondary school
teachers includ.esubjects related to the teaching of foreign pupils.
The number of teacher training students opting for courses on
immigration-related subjects is growing year by' year, especially in teacher
training colleges in the large towns.
Note: examinations may still not be translated into the pupil's mother
tongue.1.2 In--seniee and further training
The following courses are proyided for teachers who are
responsible for foreign-language pupils:
Courses arranged by the Danish Teacher Training College:
teaching foreign-language pupilsh - 276 hours (19 students)
use of Danish by foreign-language pupilsh - 3 hours a week
(19 students)
the cultural and language context of Turkish pupils"
- 3 hours a week (12 students)
prejudice and discrimination" - 3 hours a week (18 students)
Courses arranged by the Directorate of primary and teacher tri:Lining
schools (Ministry of Education):
the integration of foreign pupils into school education
- four-day course.
Local study groups:
Copenhagen - two 105-hourcourses (52 students)
Rodovu: 105-hour course (12 students)
Short courses arranged by the local authorities:
multicultural educationh - two 15-hour courses (48 students)
"Danish as a second language" - 15-hour course (30 students)
Bilingual education : tw.o 15-hour courses (56 students).
Teachers of the country of origin
Initial training
A five-year basic training course has been set up for the c!1ildr€n
of immigrants who have successfully completed the second cycle of second-
ary education; on completion of the course, their qualifications will be
equivalent to Danish teacher training qualifications.
In 1982 the Danish Government also created an additional 3!-year
course for immigrants who have trained as teachers in their country of
origin and wish to teach their own language and culture in Denmark.In-serrice training
The Copenhagen teacher traiQing college intends to set up a short
course to familiarize foreign mother-tongue teachers with educational
methods and the school system in Denmark.
Teachers of a foreign language and culture may also attend the
various in-service training opportunities provided by the educational
authorities, on a par with Danish teachers.
3.  Tuition in the language ud culture of origin (DirectWe '11/486/EEC
article 3)
Current measures
Mother-tongue teaching, inclusive of transportation, i$ provided free
of charge to all pupils who speak a language other than Danish in their
own homes, from the first to the ninth year of school education.
Some local authorities also offer mother-tongue teaching to nursery
school children and those in the tenth year of Folkeskole.
Three to five hours' education in the language and culture of origin
is provided a week, usually outside school hours. The courses may also be
on the history, geography and society of the country of origin.
This education is arranged and paid for by the local authorities. A
minimum of twelve pupils is required for a course.
If the number of pupils in a local authority is fewer than twelve, the
authority must join in a group of two or more in the same "circle" or
district. The local authorities in whose area the children live always bear
the cost of the education and transportation.
Three private schools also exist, with about a hundred foreign pupils,
offering integrated education in the language of origin.
-------------
About twenty languages are taught.
Number of pupils receiving educattonm their own language and culture
in 1984: 5 280 (57.40% of foreign pupils in the Folkeskolen. Note: this
percentage ranges from 14% to 93%, depending on the local authorities
and demand from parents).Immigrants' languages and cultures are taught solely by teachers from
the country of origin.
Foreign teachers are employed and paid by the local authorities. They
have the status of temporary teachers, full- or part-time, or are recruited
under annual contracts. They come under the adminiStrative and educational
authority of the school beads. They must have a teaching diploma from
their own country.
Considerable problems arise with the inspection and educational status
of foreign teachetS because of the number of languages taught, the
geographical dispersion of teachers and the small number of teachers for
each language.
Educational cooperation between Denmark and the countries of origin
The only country with which Denmark has reached a bilateral
cultural agreement is Yugoslavia. Under this agreement, there is to 
cooperation between educational specialists in the two countries regarding
the education of Yugoslav children and adolescents in Denmark, to include
the organization of mother-tongue teacbing.
There is no form of cooperation with consular authorities, and no
negotiations are being conducted on this subject.Conclusionl
Since 1982, Denmark has continued to develop the various measures it
had already been taking to help the children of m~rant workers.
In 1984-85, about 1'1% of the total number of children of migrant
workers were receiving reception education and more than 55% were being
taught their own language and culture. Furthermore, a growing number of
student teachers are opting for courses on immigration-related subjects
during their studies.
The conclusion is, therefore, that Denmark bas adopted a set 
highly satisfactory measures for the education of the children of m~rant
workers, those measures being particularly well suited to a country like
Denmark with a low level of immigration.
We feel, however, that one comment is called for on the education of
these children in their language and culture of origin: where there is a
sufficient concentration of certain national groups in urban regions, it
would be desirable to arrange for the teaching of their languages and
cultures to be integrated into school education.FEDERAL It EP U  Lie 0 F GERMANYIDtrodactloa
Statistiea
Global statistics
The Federal Republic of Germany has a pOpulation of about
400,000. '
In 1986, there were a total of 4 512, 00 foreign nationals in Denmark,
364 700 of whom were from other European Community Member States.
The Federal authorities have proV'ided the following figure.:; on the
number of non-German chilclren in primary and secondary education.F
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Grundschule
Hauptschule
Sonderschule
Realschule
Gymnasium
Gesamtschule
Primary school taking pupils for the first 4 years of education
(the first 6 years in Berlin).
Secondary school taking pupils from the 5th (7th in Berlin) to
the 9th year of their educati~n. In some Lander this also
includes the 10th year of education. Provides general
education leading up to vocational e-ducation.
Specia.l sc:hool for children with physical or mental disabilities.
Secondary school taking pupils from the 5th (or 7th) to the
10th year of education. Its leaving certificate gives access to
Fachoberschulen, Fachgymnasien and other branches of
vocational education.
Grammar school takIng pupils from the 5th (or 7th) to the
13th year of education. Its leaving certificate (Abitur) gi\-
access to higher education.
Secondary comprehensive school incorporating the various
forms of secondary education.
Fachgymnasium  Specialist grammar school providing three years' education
(from 11th to 13th years). For admission, a (Jupil mui;l h5'-E' a
Realschule leaving certificate or the Fachschulreife. Hs ',).iI!
leaving certificate gives access to higher education.V
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Berufsschule Part-time vocational school for apprentices and young workers
(or unemployed youngsters). Attendance  of . vocationa.lschool
is compu1sory up to the 18th birthday.
BerufsgrundbiJdungsjahr  full-time pre-vocational training year (for  further
general education and basic voca tional training).
Berufsfachschule  Full-time vocational school (generally 2 years), leading
to the "Fachschulreife" certificate.
BerufsaufbauschuIe  Full-time vocational school (1  to  1l years), or part-
time (3 to 3i years) leading to the "Fachschulreife
certifica te.
Fachoberschule  Two-year technical school leading  to  certificate of
aptitude for specialist short-term higher education
(Fachhochschule).  For  admission  to  the Fachoberschule, the
young person must have a ReaLschule leaving certificate or
the equivalent (tenth year  of  Gymnasium, the Fachschulrei!e).
Fachschule Specialist technical college : full-time attendance  of  2 to 6
semesters , part-time attendance  of  6 to 8 semesters, depending-
on tile specialist subject. Open to holders  of  Ii Gesellenbrief
(certificate of completion  of  apprenticeship) and b:1\ e practical
e);perience or the Fachschulreife.Primary and secondary general education (1984)
Grund-&: Special Real~ Gymnasien Gesamt- Evening
Haupt- schools schulen schulen schools/
schulen colleges
Baden-Wtirttemberg 99,600 300 100 700 500 300
Bavaria 400 300 400 900 400 100
Hesse 500 600 800 500 200 300
Lower Saxony 300 600 000 600 100
~orth Rhine/Westphalia 176 100 12, 14,700 100 700 800
Rheinland-Pfalz 18,100 900 200 500 100
Saarland 800 300 400 600 200
SchleswIg-Holstein 600 900 200 000 100
Berlin 300 800 200 800 700 300
Bremen 000 400 900 600 200
I Hamburg 13,100 200 700 400 100 100
Total 500 400 39,200 200 54,700 300 900
Vocational and technical education (1984)
Berufs- Berufsauf- Berufs- Fachober- Facfl-
schul~n bauschulen fachschulen schule schulen
Baden-Wiirttemberg 800 800 000 600
Bavaria 16,200 100 000 600 100
Hesse 000 300 700 400
Lower Saxony 700 100 400 300
North Rhine/Westphalia 400 500 000 90.
Rheinland-Pfalz 600 500 100 300
Saarland 200 100
Schlesw ig~Hols te in 700 200 100 100
Berlin 600 500 200 200
Bremen 200 300 100
Hamburg 200 800 200 200
Total 600 100 100 14,400 1001.2 ReeepnOD Measu.res
Vocati.onal and technical education (1984)
Berufs- Berufsauf- Berufs- Fachober- Fach-
schulen bauschulen fachschulen schute schuleR
Baden-Wiirttemberg 800 800 000 600
Bavaria 16,200 100 000 600 700
I Hessen 000 300 '100 400
, Lower Saxony 700 100 400 300
Sorth Rhine/Westphalia 25,400 500 1100 900
Rhineland-Pala tinate 600 500 100 300
Saarland 200 100
Schlesw15-Holstem 700 200 IuD 100
Berlin 600 500 200 200
Bremen 200 300 100
9arIburg 200 800 200 200
Total 600 100 19,100 14,4110 7001.3  Tuition in the language and culture ,of ori~in
1984-85 - Teaching of the language and culture of origin f()r wi1ich the Llind~r are
responsible
Bavaria Hessen Lower Saxony North Rhine/ Rhineland
Westphalia Palatin.
& H
.. & 
& 51
Greek 427  294 861 873 5i6 866
Italian 087 614 631 813 722 385 52~ 921
Spanish 794 320 914 620 570 653 190 
67~ Portuguese 260
...
548 376 . 209 340 899 177
Turkish 196 867 216 238 284 6cQ 43,46( 433
Serbian
... 
297 704 174
Slovenian 858 083 662 955 669 101 17~
...
Macedonian 195 17~
Albanian 258
Arabic 645 118 215 124
23,702 350 371 728 708 161 71,379 56,43~ 985
TOT AL 252,821
primary education
Hauptschule
Rea1schule
Gymnasium
1st cycle of secondary education (Sekunderstufe 1)Teaching of the language and culture of origin unde7 the res;JonsibiUtv of
the consular authoritJes of the country of origin (198';-85)
Baden Berlin Bremen Hambu~ Saarland  8chleswig
WUrttemberg Holstein
+ Sl
...
+ 51
Greek 439 438 530
Italian 220 143 260 700
Spanish 734 147 382
Portuguese 765 898
Serbo Croat 703 140
Slovak 603 877
Albanian
Macedonian
Arabic 290
Turkish 21,923 203 400 830
974 838
...
113 755
TOTAL 76,840
primary education
1st cycle of secondary education (Sekunderstufe 1)Teachers employed by the Lander
Language Bavaria Hesse 0  Lower Rhine Rhineland Total
taught Saxony Westphalia Palatinate
Greek 245 118 465
Italian 131 339
Spanish 171
Portuguese
Serbian
Slovenian
Albanian 4:" 109
Hungarian 324
Mac edo nian 
Arabic
Turkish 498 245 163 064 056
Moroccan
947 533 290 537 156 463
1.4  Teacher training (1984-85)
Initial or In-service traIning
further trainIng
Teaching of German In ter-  Central Local or
foreigners foreign cultural Regional
Intra- I Special- language education
auction ization
Baden- Wtirttemberg conwul. 760
Bavaria 610 955
Berlin 100
Bremen
Hamburg
...
Hessen 983 3;;0
Lower Saxony \;00
Rhine/Westph. compul. 937
Rheinland-Palat. compul. 307
Saarland 150
Schlesw ig-Holstein 200
392
compul.
training offered as an option
training compulsory for all future teachersN
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.The distribution of responsibilities in the Federal Republic of Germany
In Germany, education (including the initial and in-service training of
teachers) is the sole responsibility of the Uinder . By virtue of Article
91 (b) of the Basic Law, however, the Federal State and the Lander may
reach agreements on collaborating on educational planning. The Federal
authority also has certain responsibilities in the field of vocational
training.
This means that it is the Lander that are responsible for implementing
Directive 77/486/EEC. Harmonization and coordination of the measure3
come within the purview of the Standing Conference of Land Ministers of
Culture (Standige Konferenz der Kultusminister del' Lander del' Bundes-
republik Deutschland, K MK). Since 1964, this Conference has rnadeseveral
recommendations on the subject. The latest, entitled "The education of the
children of migrant workers , dated 8 April 1976, is still in force (with an
amendment dated 26 October 1976).
The Federal Republic of Germany is divided into 11 Ui;-:.jer: BaCE';1-
Wurttemberg, Bavaria, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Hesse~~ Lower SaxoflY,
North Rhine~Westphalia, Rhineland-Pale.Jinate, Saarland and Schles/lig-
Holstein.
Since each Land enacts its own legislation, Germany is covered by
very many laws and regulations on the subject and it would be
inappropriate to list them all here.MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE lANDER IN FAVOUR OF THE CHILDREN OF
MIGRA.'iT WORKERS
Reception and support measures (DirectiYe '17/486/EEC, article 2.
1.1 Preliminary remarks
In the Federal Republic of Germany, foreign pupils have the same rights
and obligations as German .nationa.ls. They have the right to be educated free
of charge and  are  under the same obligation to attend school and take plirt-
time vocational education betwe.en the ages of 16 and 18 unless they are still
in formal education.
If the children of migrant workers have an adequate command of
German, they are normally placed in the ordinary class for their age and
ability.
Nevertheless, special forms of education are provided to help children
with an inadequate command of German. The main facilities (which exist in
almost every Land) are:
reception and preparatory classes;
bilingual classes;
intensive tuition in German;
remedial courses;
help with homework.
These forms of education are planned and implemented with due regard
for the school systems and regula !ions in each individual Land.
1.2 Preparatory or reception classes
The purpose of these classes is to help pupils learn German quickly and
provide help with their general ecluca tion. Foreign childrea and adolescents
usually stay in these classes for two years.
Note: The reception facilities are the same as those described in the
previous report; here we shall confine ourselves to 8. brief review of the
main measures now in force in Germany. Readers seeking m0re detailed
information on measures in indiviauaLUinder are referred to the report
Com (84) 54 final. 
' ..The curricula and teaching materials are designed on the basis of
German curricula.. Teachers from the country of origin are used to teach
the pupil's language and culture of origin.
The duration and organization of these classes differ from Land to
Land.
1.3 Bilingual classes
Foreign pupils of the same mother tongue prepare for a German
school certificate. Subjects are taught in German and in the mother
tongue.
The curricula and teaching materials are, as in the case of the
reception classes, designed along the lines of the German curricula. Here
again, the language and culture of origin are taught by teachers from the
pupils' own countries.
The duration and organization of these classes differ depending on
the Land.
1.4 Intensive courses in German
These courses are made available when there 8l'e too few foreign
pupils to warrant the formation of a reception class.
1.5 Remedial courses
For foreign children and adolescents, various help is available in
adapting to and integrating in the school system; these are remedial
courses given to children in normal classes to impro\-e their knowledge of
German or their general education.
1.6  Help with homework
This is arranged in several Lander, almost always being given outside
school hours.
There are other measures as well, varying in individuai Lander.
For further details, the reader is referred to the previous report,
Com (84) 54 final.Teacher training (Directive 17/486/EEC, article 2.
Baden-Wiirttemberg
1.1 Initial and further training for GenDaD teachers
Students training to teach in Grundschulen and Hauptschulen must
take a one-semester course on methods of teaching foreign pupils. This
course may be taken as a special subject in the notrnal curr.iclilum or as .
optional extra.
Practising teachers may also take a further training course spread
over a two-year period.
1.2 lIHsenice training
1.2.1 German and foreign teachers employed by the Land
In-service training is provided by special in$titutes in the forln of
seminars, study weeks and a series of lectures. The school authorities also
arrange study groups for teachers.
In addition, all those who teach in reception, remedial, biJingual
and intensive German classes as well as the leaders of study groups are
entitled to attend a one-week seminar once a year.
1.2.2 Foreign teachers employed by consular authorities
The Education Ministry subsidizes schemes organized by the
consulates, training institutes and universities.
Bavaria
Initial and further training for German teachen
During their- initial training, students may opt for a course on
German as a foreign language , a language of an immigrant com.nunity and
many optioas covering the problems of emigration.
Note: Since the arrangements for the training of teachers are the
same as those described in the previous report, we ~haU confine
ourselves to a brief review of the principal measures in force in
Germany today. Readers seeking more detailed information on
measures in each Land should refer t6' lhat report, Com (84) 54 final.Since 1980, a supplementary course has been available for trainee
teachers who will be taking responsibility for foreign pupils in
Grundschulen and Hauptschulen and in vocational and special education.
II.t-seniee t::raInJ.J:tr
German teachers
Since 1980, the Dillingen instituteforin-semce teacher training
has performed a central role in methods for the teeching of imm~rant
children. It has a special section for in-service trainbg for teachers and
educa tional advisers and for the coordina tion of educa tional measures in
favour of the children of immigrants.
Fo re ign teachers
There has been a distance training course since 1973, designed for
foreign teachers who do not speak German, or whose German is not of a
high enough standard. The course is for a period of 2i years.
Several pilot schemes have also been conducted in Ba\"aria since
1980.
Berlin
Initial ud further train.iDg for Germu teaeher~
The universities and specialist colleges (Fachhochschulen) in the
cIty of Berlin offer courses in "the teaching of foreign pupils"
, "
the
problems of immigration" and "the languages of immigrants"
In-service training
German and foreign teachers employed by the ci ty
Compulsory in-service training courses have been set up for those
who teach foreign pupils.
Foreign teachers not speaking German or whose knowlegc of
German is inadequate when they take up the job must attend courses at
the Goethe-lnstitutj renewal of their contract then ~epends on their
passing a German test.Bremen
2.4. Initial and further t:raiaiDg for German teachers
Since 1978, the University of Bremen has offered an eight-semester
course in "German, speciali:z:ing in the teaching of German as a foreign
language . Its students may also learn Turkish.
Also since 1978, there bas been a one-year further training course
for those already working as teachers, during which trainees teach in a
reception or remedial course for 6 hours a week.
2.4. In-serrlce trainiDg for German and foreign teachers
The Wissenschaftliches Institut fUr SchuJpraxis provides in-service
training for German and foreign teachers employed by the city authorities
basically on reception class teaching methods and the Turkish language.
German and foreign teachers taking the children of immigrants for
the first time also attend a one-year preparatory course, their hours of
work being reduced by 5 hours a week for the first semester and two
hours a week for the second
Harmurg
bUtial and further trair:dDg for German teachen
Harmurg University offers a course in the teaching of Gennan as 
foreign language. A further three-semester course in the teaching of
foreign children was introduced in October 1980.
In--seniee trainiDg
1 German teachers
The Institut fUr Lehrerfortbildung (Institute for In-3en'ice Teacher
Training) offers a course in the teaching of Gennan as a foreij;!1 language.
A teacher guidance unit was also established within this Institute in 1981.
A one-semester course (for 409 teachers at a time) is also held to
offer teaching staff refresher training. Those attending are allowed to take
five teaching periods off per week during the course.2 Foreign teachers
Foreign teachers employed by the city can take advantsi;e of the
same in-service training opportl.lnities as German teachers.
Consulates arrange for the in-service traning of their own
teachers.
Hessen
Initial andfarlher training for German teachers
The methodology of the teaching of foreign pupils, mixed classes,
German as a foreign language and related matters is taught in universities.
The University of Kassel also offers a four-semester course in the teaching
of German as a second language.
Trainee teachers are to the extent possible assigned to placements
in which they will .come in contact with foreign pupils.
In-seniee traIDIDg
In-service training and study groups are open to both German and
foreign teachers. Special courses ar.e arranged for new foreign teachers
who  are also offered tuition in German.
Lower Saxony
Initial and fIIrlher traiIrlDg for GermaR teachers
A number of options are available in both universities and colleges:
the methodology of teaching immigrants, problems arising from immigration
immigrant languages, etc.
Since 1981, the University of Oldenburg has e.lso offered a
supplementary course in "the teaching of foreigners" to stl.ldents who have
passed the first State examination.
In 1980, another institute was made responsible for establishing a
1v;/o-year, 5.0o-hour further training course, given in about 20 regional
centres. Trainees are given five hours off their teaching duties every
Wednesday to enable them to attend.~ice training
Events are arranged for German teachers of classes with .a high
percentage of foreign students. Foreign teachers €;nvb~' ed by the Land
authorities are normally expected to attend an in-s~r,ice trarni:1g course
once a year.
North Rhine-Westphalia
Initial and f.mher training for Gennan t~chers
Courses .on the "methodology of teaching foreigr.ers" and on the
teaching of "German .as a second language" are offered at several univer-
sities. The University of Bielefeld has a full degree co..rse on the teaching
of German as a second language.
In-service t:ra.iIUDg
1 German teachers
The school authorities organize educational study groups.
The Rheinisch-Westflilische Auslandsgesellschaft arr8nge~seminars,
series of lectures and study visits to immigrants' countries of origin.
Foreign teachers
The Landesinstitut fill' Curriculumentwicklung, Lehrerfortbildung
und Weiterbildung has offered a distance course in German siace 1975.
Rhineland-Palatinate
Initial and fw:1:het' training for GetID.aD. leacheD
The University of Mainz-Gemerscheim and the Landau Erziehungs-
wissenschaftliche Hocbschule (College of Education) offer a t;1f~e~;ewester
filrther training course. Students may apply for a grant for ih0.;e courses
in which an immigrant language must be studied.
In-senrice training
No iniormation is available on either German or forel5'l1 teachers.10 Saarland
10. Initial and further training for German teachers
An optional course on the methodology of teaddng foreigners is
offer.ed by Saarbriicken University.
2 .1 O. 2 ID-seniee trainiDg
Some German teachers attend in-service training sessions. Foreign
teachers may attend lectures on teaching methods arranged by the Consular
inspectorate.
11  Schleswig-Holstein
11. Initial and further traiD.iDg for German teachers
The colleges of education in Riel and Flensburg offer Ii COJrse in
the teaching of German as a foreign language.
2 .11. 2 Jo.-service training
11. 1 Ge rman t eache r 
The Landesinstitut fUr Praxis und Theorie  der  Schule (IPTS) in
Lubeck has held training sessions for teachers since 1976, supplemented by
regional study groups. IPTS coordinates the production of teaching
materials for reception classes and the teaching of German. Since 1980 it
has also offered a course in Turkish.
11.2. Foreign teachers
The consular authorities arrange training sessions for these
teachers.3.  Tuition in the 1ang'uage and culture of origin (Directive 77/486/EEC,
articl~ 3)
Current measures
Foreign pupils who are not taught their mother tongue in reception
or bilingual class.es are offered the opportunity of extra tuition in their
mother tongue and the culture of their country of origin, in addition to
the tea.ching they receive in German classes. This tuition is given by
teachers of the country of origin, usually four or five bours week inside or
outside school hours.
In the Uinder of Bavaria, Hesse, Lower Sa):ony, North Rhineland and
Rhineland-Pala tina te, the teaching of pupils' language and culture of origin
in primary schools and the first cycle of secondary education is arranged
and paid for by the German school authorities.
Attendance of this form of education is optional except in Hesse,
where the language of origin is part of the compulsory curriculum, although
parents may ask for their children to be exempted.
Marks obtained in this subject are automatically included in the
school record of each child, although they are not taken into account in
decisions on upward moves from the first to the fourth class. From the
fifth class on, the language of origin may be chosen instead of the first or
second foreign language.
In the Uinder of Baden-Wurttemberg, Berlin, Bremen, Bamburg,
Saarland and Schleswig-Holstein, tuition in the language and culture of
origin .cornes under the responsibility of the consular authorities for the
countries in question, who supervise the teaching and bear the cost.
Nevertheless, these Uinder encourage the teaching of the mother tongue
and the culture of the country of origin by making school pr€.nises
available free of charge.
-------------
50 Note; Since current measures on the teaching of the IanbUsge and
culture of origin to the children of migrant workers are on the whole
the same as those described in the pr.evioJ.\s report, we shall confine
ourselves to a brief review of the princiPai .measures in Germany
today. Readers seeking more detailed information on measures in each
Land should refer to that report, Com (84) 54 final.Some of the Lander (Baden-Wurttemberg, Berlin and Hamburg)
subsidize this teaching.
Marks obtained in the subject' may be entered in the school record.
Several of the Lander also take responsibility for offering education
in the language and culture of origin as the first or second foreign
language in secondary education, but only in Berlin is this form of teaching
well developed.
In both systems, the maximum number of 'hours per week is 5. Classes
normally take place in the morning, but if necessary all or part of the
tuition is given in the afternoon.
As recommended by the Conference of Education Ministers, the
language of origin may be offered in first cycle secondary classes instead
of one of the foreign languages. The marks obtained are then taken into
account in deciding on promotion to the next higher class. The choice of
whether to learn the language of origin is free, except in Hessell where
these courses are compulsory (although parents may ask for anexerrption).
The Standing Conference of Education Ministers is currently engaged
in consultations with a view to irrproving teaching in the la!lguage of
origin. The Lander .of Hess€l1 and North Rhineland are  producing teaching
materials and guides for foreign teachers, while other Lander have similar
plans.
The Federal Government and the governments of the Lander are
working with the Governments of the countries of origin by setting up
bilateral commitees of experts under existing cultural agreements, part of
their mission being to discuss edUCB. tion in the mother ton~ue end the
teaching of the culture of origin.
There is also contact between the school authorities in the Lander
and diplomatic and consular representatives of the cO:Jntries of origin 
technical matters.Teachers of the language and culture of origin
In Bavaria, Hesse, Lower Saxony, North Rhineland and Rhineland-
Palatinate, teachers who take integrated or deferred classes ill the
language and culture of origin are employed by the Land.
They are recruited by the Ministry of Education in each Land, and
the German school authorities are responsible for scboollnspectlon
teaching support and In-service training. Consular educational directors
may, accompanied by a German inspector, inspect the courses oflanguase
and culture of origin being given to their co-nationals.
In the Lander of Baden-Wiirttemberg, Berlin, F.s.mburg, Br~men,
Saarland and Schleswig-Holstein, teachers of the language and culture of
origin are civil servants of the country concerned detached for that job or
foreign consulate employees. They are appointed and paid by their respect-
ive consulates, which are also responsible for school inspection and
educational support.
Where these Lander offer the language of origin as a subject in the
secondary school curriculum as an alternative to the first or second foreif;n
language, the teachers are recruited and paid by the Lander. The position
in the five other Lander is as described above.
Educational cooperation between the host country and the country of
origin
Cooperation between the Federal Republic of Germany and the
governments of the Lander on the one hand and the governments of the
countries of origin on the other is regulated by cultural agreements with
those countries. Committees of experts, with representatives of the Federal
Government and the German Lander Ministries and representath' es of the
Ministries of Education and Foreign Affairs in the countries of origin,
ge:1erally meet once a year.
Joint committees of this kind have been set up with Italy, Greece,
Spain, Portugal, Yu6oslavia and Turkey.
At grass roots level, there is regular contact beteen the consular
cultural departments and the German school authorities.Conclusions
, There has been very little change in reception facilities in the
Federal Republic of Germany since. 1982. Nevertheless, the following poL'1ts
should be made:
there has been marked progress in the pre-schooI education of foreign
children;
the numb~r of children wbohave already been in education in their
country of origin has fallen. Most foreign pupils entering the first
year of primary education today were born in Germany or came to
Germany before the age of  six,  and many already know Gennan well
enough to be placed in an ordinary class. The result has been a
reduction in the number of reception .and bilingual classes. On the
other hand, measures to meet language needs and help with
integration in school education are of growing irrportance.
The measures to promote the teaching of the language and culture
of origin describecJ in the Commission s first report are still applicable in
general, and the same is true of teacher training measures.
It should be pointed out, however, that there has been a significant
increase in the number of foreign teachers employed by the consulates who
attend training sessions arranged by the German authorities (apl?foximately
450 in 1984-85).
In-service training on teaching methods in the field of immigration
are attracting more and more German teaching staff in Grundschulen,
Hauptschulen and vocational schools. Little interest has been displayed 
staff in Realschulen and Gymnasien.
The conclusion must be that the Federal Republic of Ge~...any has
adopted a series of very satisfactory measures to promote the 'X1Llcat!(lT': of
the children of migrant workers.
Existing reception measures are almost unh'ersally adequate,
particularly those in Grondschulen and Haupt$.~hulen.More attention might perhaps be paid to increasing these facilities
for  Gymnasium and Rea1schule pupils, as too much reliance may be placed
on the assumption that a foreign pupil enrolling in an academic stream of
secondary education is already integrated into the German school system.
The initial and in-service training system (or teachers is altogether
satisfactory almost everywhere. The only point to which attention might be
devoted is the greater integration of foreign teachers with consular status.
Although much has already been done as regards the teaching of
languages and cultures of origin, perhaps there should be encouru6ement
for this tuition to be given in normal school hours.
It would .also be a good thing to create more links between extra-
scholastic teaching of these subjects and normal education, extending the
teaching of languages and cultures of origin to the more academic streams
of lower and upper secondary education.
Efforts should also be made in the following directions:
when foreign pupils in the first cycle of secondary education have
been taught their own language and culture as an extra subject, it
should be possible for them to be credited with that subject for the
purpose of admission to upper secondary Gymnasium classes;
pupils who have studied their mother tongue as an alternative to the
first or second foreign language should encounter fewer difficulties in
continuing with their studies in the second cycle of secondary
educa lion.SPAINSince 1 January 1986, the date on which Spain joined the Emopean
Community, article 7 and 12 of Regulation 1612/68 and Directive
7/486/EEC have applied to the children who are dependants of any Spanish
worker residing in the territory of another Member State in which that
worker is or bas been in paid employment.
Children who are the dependants of workers of other !\1ember States
living in Spain enjoy the same benefits.
The reference year for this second Commission report on the
application of Directive 77/486/EEC is 1984-85 and it does not, therefore,
cover Spain..sg~
FRANCEI D  tr  0 due t i 0 D
1. Global statistics
France has a population of approximately 54,350 000.
In 1982, there were a total of 3,680 100 foreign na tiona1s in France,
577 900 of whom Were from other European Community Member States.
France has provided the following figures on the number of non-
French children in primary and secondary - education.Basic statistics, 1984-85
Country Pre- Primary Secondary education SpeCial Total
of origin primary education educa tion
school 1st cycle 2nd short 2nd long primary
cycle cycle  ! secondary
Italy 952 741 696 145 058 008
Spain 197 418 412 971 468 543
Portugal 34,815 103 465 18,238 758 444 20.
A1geria 761 120,604 54,913 847 280 644 28.
TunIsia 691 26,185 449 521 443 937
Morocco 53,550 79,751 25,189 847 727 (/48 17.
Turkey 14,468 654 355 253 467 913
YugoSlavia 588 66,313 391 927 625 531 1.4
Others 582 808 299 616 106 729 13.
TOTAL 241 484 424 577 198 169 365 37,932 797
96 of total 10. 11. 10. 17.
school population 
1980-81 209,198 403,946 156 614 75,077 29, 980  093
96, 1980-81 10. 10. 10. 16.
General total
::'
U:O 3~42. Courses in language .and culture of origin
(1984-85)
Elementary school
pupils
Algerian Arabs
Moroccan Arabs
Tunisian Arabs
Spanish
Italian
Portuguese
Turkish
Albanian
Macedonian
Serbian
Slovenian
Number of teachers, 1984-85
Algerian
Spanish
Italian
~1oroccan
Portuguese
Tunisian
Turkish
Yugoslavs
Total
36,345
10,427
471
364
396
419
14,783
325
137 532
30.
13.
32.
58.
100.
48.
53.
52.
37 CJ6
integrated
teaching
559
740
011
813
12,519
19,585
029
104
deferred
teaching
786
687
460
551
879
834
754
221
* % of total number of pupils of that nationality
484
340
209
443
173
i.e. an average ratio of 1 teacher
per 93 pupils receiving integrated or
deferred tuition in their language of origin.Teacher training
Centres de Formation et d'Information pour la S~olArisation
des Enfants Migrants - CEFISEM
(Training and information centres for the education
of the children of migrants)
Antilles -Guyana
Besanc;on
Bordeaux
Caen
Chartres
Clermont-Ferrand
Creteil
Douai
Grenoble
Lyons
Marseilles
Metz
Montpellier
Nantes
Nice
Orleans-Tours
Paris
Strasbourg
Surinam
Toulouse
VersaillesMeasures in France in fayour  of  the cbiJdrenof IDIgrant workers
Reception and support measures (Direetive  'I114'6fF;EC,  artie'fe 2.1)
1.1 Pre-school education (pre-primary
Pre-school education is free of charge and attended by large
numbers of migrant workers' children (resu1tingin better school integration
for children born in France).
As a general rule, activities are in French alone, although a growing
number of nursery schools are making time for activities associated with
the cultures of origin.
Primary education
1.2. Reception  ,..J.~
The aims of these classes .are to improve the cbild's Janguage
skills and help new arrivals who do not speak French fit into school. Pupils
remain in the class for a maximum of one year.
The average size of these classes is 15 pupils, and all classes
contain pupils of different nationalities. The working language is French.
1.2. Remedial teacbiDg
Remedial classes provide language support for pupils who have not
acquired the language skills they need for communication in the ordinary
class in which they are placed, corresponding to their age and level of
educa tion.
Groups are usually made up of about 15 pupils. There is no set
number of hours per week, but it varies from 1 to 8.
- - 
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Statistics (school
Primary schools:
year 1984~85):
reception classes 7 886 pupils
remedial classes 6,888 pupils
Unfortunately, only 1.8% of all foreign pupils benefit from reception
and remedial classes in primary education and adaptation classes in
secondary education.Secondary educatwn
Adjustment  ..11!1~ 1.3.
These classes are for foreign pupils who do not speak French f1fld who
arrive in France between the ages of 12 and 16. Their aim is to up;;rade the
language skills of new arrivals and heJp them to settle into school. Pupils
remain in the class for up to oneyearj the class size is about 15 pupils.
1.3. Support  ..Lt-
These are remedial classes in the French language and general
education, held in two hourly periods a week. The ~roi1ps may consist of no
more than 15 pupils.
1.4 PrImary and secondary education
Since school year 1982-83, an annual appropriation has b-;;cn made to
fund specific tuition in French in the form of additional hours' teEiching for
non-French-speaking pupils who are too widely scattered to enroll in the
reception facilities of Ii single primary or secondary school.
Educational support measures for the children of migrant worKer,:; are
also arranged outside the hours of co~ulsory schooling 53
In cooperation with the Ministry of Social Affairs and ~ational
Solidarity and with the financial support of the Fonds d! Action Sociale pour
les travailleurs immigres et leurs families (F AS - Social action fund for
immigrant workers and their families), the Education Ministry has made
provision for reception education for foreign children, the purpcse being to
help them settle into school and neigbbourhood life.
Originally set up on an experimental basis in a few departments and
for restricted age groups, the facility has now been extended to the whole of
France by two ministerial circulars dated 10 June 1982 and 14 _-\ugust 1984.
A memorandum of 13 March 1985 created an expHimer.ta.l pr.;)grawme
of establishing and supporting libraries and documentation centres ia lower
secondary schools. This rapidly growing facility is promotbg the wider
recognition of the cultures of immigrant communities.
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Statistiea (school year 1984-85)
Adjustment classes in secondary schools: 3,608 pupils
Statistics school year 1984-85):
675 extracurricular promotion cycles were arranged for
children.
about 10 125Teaeher training (Direet.:R-e 7'1/4.86/EEC,  artlele 2.
1.1
French teachers
Initial traiDiDg
The curriculum for teacher training colleges (first cycle teacher
training) has included an optional 7D-hour unit since 1980, making future
teachers more aware of the language, cultural and social problems of the
children of migrant workers and paving the way (or more comprehensive
study during their in-service training.
This optional unit has been introduced into most teacher training
colleges in geographical departments with a high percentage of immigrants.
It touches on linguistic, cultural, psychological, socia-economic and
educational factors as well as teaching methods. Other course units,
especially on general French-language teaching methods, also COY.er some of
these topics.
The new curriculum now being drawn up will also take systematic
account of the immigration factor.
Since 1975, .at the request of the Education Ministry, there has
also been an additional training facility for trainers and advisers in the
Ecole Normale Superieure (ENS) at Saint-Gloud. Trainees are seconded for a
year to work on educational research and the production of educational
materials, the teaching of French as a second language .and the training of
trainers, under the supervision of teachers at ENS and research workers
from CREDIF (Centre de Rechercheet d'Etude pour la Diffusion du
Fran!;ais).
1.2 In-ser'riee aod further traiDiDg
1.2.1. Training centres
Since 1975, training centres known as CEFISEM (Centres de
Formation et d'lnformation pour la Scolarisation des Enfants Migrants -
Training and information centres for the education of migrant workers
children) have been set up in departments with a large immigrant
community. They are attached to teacher training colleges and offer
training for primary and secondary sch~ol teachers involved in the
educa tion of foreign children.
Statistics: about 3 000 French teachers first and second level)
received in-service training in 1984-85.Between 1975 and 1985, 23 such centres were set up. At the begin-
ning they concentrated on primary education, but their field of action has
gradually been extending to secondary technical schools and lycees.
CEFISEMs arrange seminars, working meetings and courses tailor-
made to their participants' needs. They serve as a forum where staff can
become acquainted with the problems .and obtain information On training. In
addition, trainees can help with research projects, surveys and the
production of teaching materials.
Certain activities are aimed jointly at French and foreign staff
responsible for teaching migrant workers' children.
CEFlSEMs work closely with CREDIF (Centre de Recherche et
Etudes pour la Diffusion du Franc;ais - Research and study centre for the
dissernina tion of French) and universities. At the request of the Education
Ministry, they have also cooperated in organizing and running pilot schemes
under the auspices of the Council of Europe or the Commission of the
European Communities.
Information and experience have been systematically pooled by the
CEFISEMs, and senIor CEFISEM officials and officials from the Education
MInistry responsible for the education of the children of migrant workers
also meet annually for this purpose.
Other measures
Other training bodies (universities, academic teams, teacher
training colleges, priority zone authorities and regional educational
documentation centres) also take part in the in-service training of teachers
responsible for foreign children, on occasions in liaison with CEFJSEMs.
These bodies act when commissioned to do so or on their own initiative.
Foreign teachers
~ce training
Embassies and consulates make their own arrangements for
in forma tion and training sessions for their teachers.
Statistics: in 1984-85, over 500 roreig~ teachers out of a total 
454 received in-service training.The French authoritiessystema ticany offer a reception course for
all foreign teachers starting work in France to brief them fUlly on their
new duties and the environment in which they will be working, tbeFrench
school education system, the nature of the school population and the role
of the teaching of language and culture of origin in school activities.
These courses last a week and are usually run by the CEFISEM serving the
school in which the teachers are to work. 
Foreign teachers can also take advantage of training measures
arranged by CEFISEMs, for example by attending:
special courses to help foreign teachers adapt their teaching efforts
to French schooling;
mixed courses for French and foreign teachers, specifically planned to
promote collaboration between them with a view to the educational
integration of the teaching of languages and cultures of origin;
courses for teachers who are to be responsible for the children of
immigrants.
Foreign teachers working in schools under bilateral agreements are
also eligible for any in-service training, arranged in France provided that it
relates to the field in which they work and that their national authorities
permit them to attend.
3.  Teee:F 
of the IaDgu8ge and ealtm'e of origia ~ireetiye 'f1/481/f!;El;,
article S)
Primary (elementary) education
Three hours a week (set aside in the normal 27-hour school week)
may be devoted to the language and culture of the country of origin of
children whose country has signed a bilateral agreement with France.
This tuition has the same status as early-learning games and activities
duriflg school hours (basically in the afternoon).
In the introductory classes, the teaching of language and culture of
origin follows the same system.
Since April 1983 the French educational system has taken direct res-
ponsibility for setting up tuition in languages and cultures of origin,
in cooperation with the embassies of the countries in question.
Portugal (1973), Italy (1974), Tunisia (1974), Spain (1975), Morocco
(1975), Yugoslavia (1977), Turkey (1978) and AJgeria (1981).Secondary educa Hon
Pupils whose language is one of the twelve58 that can be chosen as
a first or second foreign language il) the French school system may select
their own language as their first foreign language in the si:.dh class and as
their second foreign language in the fourth class. This subject is taught for
three hours a week from the sixth or fourth class to the rInd year of
secondary school.
Pupils in lower secondary schools who have opted to study their
own language as their first or second modern language roay continue these
studies in the lycee or vocational lycee. If a modern languages section
cannot be set up, optional tuition may be arranged for three hours a week.
In' lower secondary schools and ' vocational lycees, 3 hours ' tuition in
the language and culture of origin may be offered each work as optional
subjects provided that 20 or so pupils enroll.
Primary and secondary education
Extracurricular tuition
Three or more hours' tuition is arranged jointly by the French school
authorities and the consular authorities for the countries of origin. The
curricula, subjects and methods are left to the discretion of the
Consulates.
Language activities
Language activities - theatre, music, stories, puppets, drawhg, etc. 
are arranged out of school hours byasso.ciations, usually funded by the
Fonds d' Action Sociale pour  les TravailIeurs Immigres et leurs FamilIes.
3.4  Teachers of the language and culture of or~in
Foreign teaebers
IIi primary education, optional courses in middle. schools and lycees
and extracurricular tuition, languages and cultures of origin are liiU;:it by
teachers recruited and paid by the consulates of their countries of ot'i,;in,
who also arrange for their training and supervision.
German, English, Spanish, Italian, Portu~ese, Arabic, modern Hebrew,
Russian, Japanese, Dutch, Serbo-Croat and Chinese.
The number of teachers made available by the countries of origin
falls far short of the number needed by a school population of
560, 500 (elementary and the first cycle of secondary education). The
ratio is 1 teacher per 3?8 potential pupils.The teachers are civil servants on secondmp.nt or people with special
consuU!r status. They have the qualifications required in their countries of
origin for teaching at primary or secondary level.
For short-term or supply teaching, embassies sometimes call on
te~orary staff recruited from among their own nationals listing in France.
The French inspectorate has the right to inspect the teaching of
languages and cultures of origin if they are treated as school activities in
their own right (i.e. integrated or deferred tuition).
3.4. French teaeber8
Foreign languages taught as the first or second foreign language in
secondary education ar.e taken by French teachers recruited by a nation-
wide competitive examination among holders of the CAPES (secondary
education teaching certificate) or  agregation (university teaching
certificate).
Educational cooperation between France and the countries of origin
Foreign inspectors appointed by their governments, usually attached
to the embassies, are responsible for the academic inspection and
educational management o.f integrated and extracurricular coutses at
secondary level.
Links have been established with the French administrative and
educa tional authorities, especially a t geographical department level, to
decide on the locations of future courses (integrated and extracurricular)
and the number of classes at the start of the school year. The school
inspectors are responsible for setting up joint committees for this purpose.
Coop era tion with Community MenDer sta tes and other countries is
based on ad hoc bilateral agreements or on the work of joint cultural
scientific or technical committees, or on manpower 8.5reements.
Educational cooperation exists with the consular authorities. This
helps to create a link between the French school curricula and te~ching
methods and the teaching of the language and culture of origin iuii'arted
inside or outside the school.Conclusions
Since 1982, there have been no changes in the arrangements for the
reception and French teaching for ,
pupils who  do  not speak the language,
e. in troductory and remedial classes ~ primary schools and adjustment
classes in middle schools.
Even so, some progress has. been made. Sinee 1982- , annual
appropriations have been made to fund specific teaching of French for
pupils whO do not speak the language and are too  sca  ttered to benefit
from reception facilities in a primary or lower secondary school.
Educational support measures for, the children of migrant workers are
also being arranged outside normal school hours, and libraries/documentation
centres are being set up in middle schools and vocational Iycees.
With regard to teacher training, the measures taken to set up initial
training can be regarded as satisfactory, and the in-service training system
is quite outstanding. Since 1982, there has been an expansion in the
CEFISEM network, which now covers almost the whole of metropolitan
France (only about three more such centres being needed). Furthermore
the .intercultural option that has been included in CREDIF and CEFISEM
courses since 1978 is promoting closer cooperation between French and
foreign teachers.
Although relatively few French teachers attend in-service training in
this field by co~arison with the number of pupils from immigrant commun-
ities, there has been great progress with cooperation with embassies or
consulates on the in-service training of foreign teachers. The only point to
be made is that embassies often fmd it difficult to replace teachers while
they are on a course.
With regard to the teaching of languages and cultures  of  origin in
primary education, since 1983 there has been progress in establishing
educational cooperation between the French and consular authorities. The
number of pupils is also growing (137 000, co~ared with 113.000 in 198G-
81).GREECEIt is very disappointing, however, that the number" of optional courses
in secondary educa tion is disproportiona tely low compared with the number
of pupils who have been studying their own language in elementary school.
There has been very little progress with the teaching .of the language .and
cultures of origin in middle schools and lycees, only 70 such courses being
reported in 1984-85. The French Government could take more practical
steps to promote this teaching, especially for Spanish, Italian, Portuguese
and Greek pupils.
The only Community countries with which bilateral agreements have been
reached are Italy, Portugal and Spain. Although there are fairly large
populations of residents in France coming from West Germany (43,800)
Belgium (50 200), the United Kingdom (34 200) and the Netherlands (14,000),
France has not signed bilateral agreements with these countries and has
taken no step to make arrangements for the teaching of their langu8.6es
and cultures of origin.
It may also be pointed out that the foreign language courses gi\'en i:l
the middle schools and lycees are in general aimed at pupils studsing a
foreign language rather than improving their knowledge of their own
language of origin.'11
Introduction
1. Statistics
Greece has a population of approximately 9,350 000.
In 1985, there were a total of 295 841 foreign nationals in Greeee.
Of these, 208 476 were from other European Community Member States,
although it should be pointed out that 197 585 members of this group were
Greek emigrants with foreign citizenship returning to Greece for a certain
period.
The Greek authorities have provided the following figures on the
number of non-Greek children in primary and secondary education in
academic year 19.84-85.
Country Foreign pupils attending No. of Foreign pupils attend-
Greek state schools in terna tional ing international
origin schools schools
Primary Secondary Primary Secondary
Belgium
Denmark
Germany 274
France 275
Ireland
Netherlands
282
Italy 236
Spain
Austria
500
Japan
253 744Number of pupils in primary eduCI!I.tion
reeeiYiDg instruetlon in Greek language and culture
VBKL Bilingual  , Integrated mother-tongue Greek pl'imary
classes classes classes schools
85/86 85/86 85/86 86/87 85/86 86/8' 85/86 86/87 85/86 86/87
Belgium 071 030
Denmark
Germany 243 275 661 934 131 428 914 332 154 &85
France 628 553
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands 266 230
713 620
Spain
1 - - \5,658 
t"4
853 14,274 Total 243 275 661 934 181 471 rt,131
VBKL :: Vorbereitungsklassen - pre-primary education
mother-tongue:: deferred tuition, optional or extrascholasticNumber of pupils in seeonduy education
receiTing instruction in Greek langU$ge and culture
lower secondary education upper secondary education
integrated mother tongue reception private mother tongue private
classes classes clasS es schools classes schools
85/86 86/87 85/86 85/86 85/86 86/87 85/86 86/87 85/86 86/87 85/86 86/87
Belgium 282 296 145 142
Denmark
570 282 347 251 501 529 Germany 392 196
France
Ita ly
Luxembourg - i
Netherlands 103
Spain
Pupils and teachers reeei'rlng/giving
iDstruction in Greek 1aDguege aad eultare
Number of pupils Number of teachers
primary education secondary primary education secondary
education eduC8. tion
85/86 85/86 85/86 86/87 85/86 86/87 85/86 86/87
Belgium 121 109 427 438
Denmark
Gennany 103 954 742 373 725 682 594 631
France 628 553 120 124
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands 266 230 103
775 697
Spain
I- -
Total 017 664 408 012 865 812 633 671 
" .,
1985/86
1985/86
total no. pupils 42,425
total no. pupils 38 676
total no. teachers 1 498
total no. teachers 1 483e1hnil'Uliry remarks
Before reviewing the measures in favour of the children of migrant
workers in Greece, it should be pointed out that this is not a country that
hosts immigrants but one from which labour emigrates to other states.
Foreign labour is only a tiny percentage of the Greek work force and is
made up mainly of workers from Arab countries. The group fluctuates
considerably in number and is dispersed throughout the country, its
members generally not being accompanied by children of school age.
Up to the present, the Greek Ministry of Education has rec~i.cd no
requests for the provision of education for the children of these v:orl~er5.
On the other hand, Greece faces the delicate problem of
reintegrating the children of returning Greek workers in the s:)ciaI
environment and the educational system, and it has set up reception
education for this purpose.
The other group of foreigners living in Greece tends to be the staff
of diplomatic and consular services or trade representatives from the
Community and other countries. Satisfactory provision for their children
education is generally made by the private foreign schools, with special
legal status, in the main cities.Measures in Greece in fa.vGur of the ehildren of migrant workers
Reception and $UppOrl measures (DirectiYe T"l!4.86/EBC, article 2..1)
At present most of the children of the nationals of Community and
other countries who work and are established in Greece attendpdvate
schools in the major Greek cities where they live during the nine years
period of co~ulsory education. The consular and diplomatic authorities for
the countries .of origin are responsible for the curriculum of studies in such
schools.
The special and delicate problem of educating Greek children whose
parents have returned to the country after living abroad has led the Greek
Government to set up reception classes in primary and secondary education
in Thessalonica and the region of Serres to cater for children returning
fr.om Germany.
These classes have come into being in pursuance of a ministerial
directive, the objective being to help pupils settle into Greek education,
society and culture and brush up their knowledge of Greek.
They consist of a minimum of 10 and a maximum of 25 pupils from
the same area of emigration (German- or English-speaking).
Where there are too few pupils to justify the creation of a reception
class, remedial tuition has also been established. Their aims are the same
as those of reception classes: to provide educa tional, especially language,
support, for children placed in ordinary classes.
- - 
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Presidential decree 494, enacted in 1983, apparently covers reception
classes and tuition in the Greek language for immigrants, teaching of
the language and culture of origin and teacher training, but the report
on Greece offers no information as to the application of the d~cree.These groups consist of 4 to 9 children, to the extent possible from
the same area of emigration (German- or English-speaking). Five to six
hours a week are devoted to remedial' teaching.
Where possible the reception and remedial classes are taken by
primary or secondary school teachers who have taught .in the pupils'
country of origin.
Tile reception and remedial facilities are within primary and lower
secondary education. They are designed for pupils who have returned from
the Federal German Republic and English-speaking countries.
Originally introduced in two regions, Thessalonicli and Serres, in
1982-83 they were extended to the whole of the country.
In practice, however, there have been difficulties in setting up
reception classes:ga thering 10 pupils to form a class, finding classrooms
and extra teaching staff and of course the cost and inconvenience of
transporting pupils. This means that there is a general tendency to place
pupils in ordinary classes and reinforce ed.uca tional support measures.
A pilot scheme has been conducted under the auspices of the
Commission to develop appropriate teaching methods and materiaIs.
Note: Greek pupils returning from English- and German-speaking countries
have the opportunity to continue studying English and German.
Teacher training (DireetiYe 17!4:Si/fIEC, article 
1.1
Greek teachers
Initial and further trainiDg
There appears to be no specific training for Greek te\ichers.
1.2 In-senice training
The Centre for educational resea~ch and training in Athens is
responsible for the in-service training of teachers in charge of reception
and  remedial facilities for Greek pupils returning to the country.
Unfortunately we have no figures for teachers takitl;;; S"C!l traini~g
in 1984-85.Foreign teachers
Teacher.s in private international schools do not come within the
purview of the Greek Government.
As of this time, no teachers of I8nguage- and culture of origin are
a ttached to Greek state schools.
3.  Teaebmg of  the Ianguege ad  ealtUl'e of orig:ia (J)Irect1Ye  T1/486/EEC.
article 3)
Current measures
Most of the children of Italian, German, British and French nationals
attend the international schools, where the curricula of their countties of
origin are taught in their own languages, with Greek being taught as the
first or second foreign language.
These schools are in priva te school premises belonging to the
organizing authorities, who aJso bear the full running costs; the Greek
State makes no contribution.
In reception classes for repatriate Greek children, teaching is in
Greek for 20 to 25 hours a week, with 3 or 4 hours a week being devoted
to the language of their country of origin (usually German or English).
These classes are in official school buildings and the full nmning cost is
borne by the Greek authorities.
To the extent possible, Greek repatriate children attend secondary
schooJs where the language of the country from which they have returned
is taught.
Note: we have no information on the teaching of langUages of ori;;in in
Greek sta te schools.Teachers of the language and culture of origin
Teachers in the international schools are either teachers in their ow:;
country who have been seconded there or staff recruited under contract by
the private school authorities. These schools come under the supervision of
their organizing bodies (the consular authorities or private companies) and
the Greek Ministry of Education.
There are no reports on any foreign teachers of language and culture
of origin except for the staff at these international schools.
The teaching staff in reception classes for the children of Greek
nationals returnillg to the country and those providing remedial tuition are
teachers of various subjects in Greek state education (languages, 
mathematics, etc.). In general they are Greek primary and secondary school
teachers who have worked abroad.
The Greek Ministry of Education and its administrative and super-
visory bodies are responsible for the supervision, administration and
educational direction of these classes.
Cooperation between Greece and the countries of origin
No EC Member State or third country has as yet contacted the Greek
Government regarding the teaching of its language and culture to the
children of its migrant workers.
There is, therefore, no educational cooperation between Greece and
other countries on this subject.Conclusions
Since 1982, Greece does not seem to have made much progress in
implementing Directive 77/486/EEC.
Although reception measures do exist, they are only for the children
of Greek workers returning home after working abroad. The same applies
to the teaching of languages and cultures of origin.
Children from other Member States seekinb education suited to their
needs and instruction on their own language and culture have virtually no
alternative to attending international schools with private status, where the
education they obta:n is very expensive.
The Commission wonders whether the reason why parents opt for
private, fee-paying education might not be the lack of reception facilities
in state schools rather than a deliberate decision.
With regard to the initial and continuing training of Greek and
foreign teachers, Greece does not seem to have made much progress: here
again the only form of training that exists is directed towal'ds teachers in
reception and remedial classes for Greek children returning home.IRELANDIntroduction
1. Pr~1imivry remarIca
Since Ireland has not replied to the questionnaire it was sent by the
Commission in 1985, we have drawn up the report that follows on the basis
of the information supplied in 1982.2. Statistics
In 1981, the population of Ireland was 3,443,405.
In 1983, Ireland supplied the following information on the number of
foreign children in primary and secondary education. These figures are for
school year 1981-82.
Foreign pupils (whose mother tongue is not Engli~h)
Nationality Primary and second:lrv
educa tion
Belgian
Danish
116 French
Greek
179 German
Italian
128 Dutch
Others 130
645
(of whom 227 are in Dublin)Measures in Ireland in fayour of the ehlldren of migrant
workers
Reception aDd BDppOrt meuores (Direeth-e  'lT/48G/f!;tt;,  art:ie1e  2.1)
In the first two years of primary school, great irttX'rtance is attached
to developing the pupil's linguistic skills. In most primary and secondary
schools, remedial teachers are available to help pupils with language
difficulties.
A few reception classeS are arranged for Vietnamese refugees.
No sta tistics are available on the number of foreign pu?ilsreceiving
extra language tuition.
TeaehertrainIDg (DirectiYe 1"I1486/EBC, article  1.2)
Since there are so few i,nmigrant children and they are widely
scattered no special training has been initiated, although it should be noted
that Irish primary school teachers receive training in the teaching of Irish
to pupils who sp~ English at home and that the teaching of English as a
second language is a subject offered in the universities.
3.  Teaebing of the language and culbEre of origin (DireetiYe  TlI4.86/~,
artiele 3)
International schools
There are two international schools: the Franco-Irish school and the
Germano-Irish school, which accept pupils of various nationalities.
The French school consists of a nursery school, a primary section and
a secondary section affiliated to the Centre National pour I'Ensei.i;nement i
Distance in France.The German school has a nursery school section, a primary section
and a secondary section.
The teachers' salaries are covered by the Irish Ministry of Education,
while the salarIes of the heads of the schools are covered by the French
and German Governments.
Apart from these two schools In the Dublin area, no other schools
offer tuition in the language and culture of origin. No mention is made of
extrascholastic tuition in languages and cultures of origin. The Ministry
has, however, stated that it is prepared to give favourable consideration to
any applications.
Teachers of the language and culture of origin
In both the international schools, the teachers of English, Irish and
religion are Irish. The other teachers are French or German.
Educational cooperation between Greece and the countries of origin
Coop era tionin the Franco-Irish school is governed by a Franco-Irish
cultural agreement of 1967.
The Germano-Irish school operated without a form.alagreement until
February 1983, when a cultural agreement was signed.
Cultural agreements between Ireland and the Netherlands, Belgium,
Greece, Norway and Spain have not given rise to any initatives relating to
tuition in languages and cultures of origin.Conclusions
Since Ireland, notwithstanding its obligation under article 5 of the
EEC Treaty .and articles 4 and 5 of Directive 77/486/EEC, has not replied
to the questionnaire it was sent in 198.5, we cannot assess the progress that
has been made since the Commission s previous report.
In 1982, very few steps had been taken towards setting up reception
teaching to meet the needs of migrant workers, providing for the initial
and in-service training of teachers responsible for the children of immig-
rants or promoting the teaching of those children s languages and culture
of origin.ITALYIntroduction
1. Statistics
In 1981, the population of Italy was 56,556,911.
The total number of foreigners in Italy at the time was 211,937
79,329 of whom were from European Community Member States.
Note: As of this date, the Italian Government has not conducted a census
of foreign pupils in Italian primary and secondary education and no
sta tistics can be provided on the subject in this report.Measures in Italy in !ayonr of the childreo of migrant
workers
Reception ad SIIPPOri meuures (DIreetiYe  rr  /481/EBC, article 2.1)
In primary education and in lower secondary schooJs, the reception
arrangements set up by a Minsterial circular of 4 July 1981 are designed
to facilitate the integration of foreign pupils into the Italian school system
by: courses in Italian language and culture
remedial courses in other subjects
guided individual study
complementary activities
remedial teaching
Foreign pupils may also apply for admission to a residential school on
a par with Italian pupils.
Detailed information and statistics on the implementation of  the 
July 1981 circular are not available, although the following trends can be
discerned:
the intensive remedial teaching of Italian is most common in the early
years of primary school;
foreign pupils are integrated in ordinary classroom activities as soon
as possible;
there are no special reception classes, but there are many indl..-idual
or group arrangements for language learning and remedial teachbg;
foreign pupils learn Italian quickly.Teacher training (Directive 77f.C:86/EEC, article!.
Italian teachers
A draft inter-ministerial decree of 21 December 1984 states that
teaching staff who are to work in Italian schools .and cultural institutions
abroad must attend a training and guidance course lasting at least two
weeks.
The in-service training of Italian teachers employed in Member States
is governed by Law 604/1982. There is, however, absolutely no provision
for the initial or in-service training of teachers responsible for the
children of migrant workers in classes in Italian schoo)s.
Foreign teachers
There are only two Dutch teachers, and no training arrangements
have been made.
3.  Teaching of the laDguege and eulture of origin ~t:We  111486IEEC~
article 3)
Tuition in the language and culture of origin for foreign children
established in Italy
Decree 722 of 1982 requires primary and lower secondary schools to
draw up a curriculum for pupils from other EC Member States that
includes teaching of the language and culture of origin, to be coordinated
with the compulsory subjects on the school syllabus.The Fore~n Ministry has brought these provisions to the attention of
the Embassies of other Member States. As a result, the Netherlands has
asked for courses in the language and culture of origin to be set up for
Dutch nationals in Varese and Milan , These courses have now been
arranged jointly by the Italian authorities and the Dutch Consulate in
Milan.
No other country (Community or other) has made any application
along these lines to the Italian authorities.
Teachers of the language and culture of origin
The only staff to have taught such coutses in Italy during school year
1984-85 have been the two Dutch teachers. They are employed as foreign
experts under a contract for the rendering of services.. Their salaries are
paid by the Italian State, which applies the principle of .reciprocity.
Educational cooperation between Greece and the countries of origin
There is contact between the Italian authorities and the Dutch
Consulate in Milan.
No other Cornmunity Member State or third country  has  as yet
entered into contact with the Italian authorities.
61 Number of pupils in 1984-85: Yarese 6; Milan 12Conclusions
It is difficult to assess the manner in which Italy is applying article
1 of directive 77/486/EEC.
Tbe Italian Government has supplied no statistics on foreign pupils
attending the various types of education or on pupiJs taking intensive
courses in the Italian language or receiving other remedial teaching.
The only comment that can be made on the information forwarded by
the Italian State is .as follows: the reception and support measures now
being applied affect only primary and lower secondary education (the
scuola media "). There is no such prc)vision in vocational and technical
education, or in the lycees and more academic schooJs.
As regards the training of teachers, the conclusion must be that Italy
has done nothing: the only training that bas been set up is for Italian
teachers who are to work with the children of Italian workers abroad.
There is no trace of any initial, further orin-service training for Italian
teachers responsible, now or in the future, for foreign children in Italy.
With regard to the teaching of the languages and cultures of origin
of the children of migrant workers, some progress can be reported.
Previously there _was no teaching of this type in Italy. In 1984-85, a course
was set up for the 18 children of Dutch workers.
It seems, however, that no other EEC Member State or other country
has applied for such courses to be set up, although they have the right to
do so under a 1982 decree and although the Italian Foreign Ministry has
apparently notified the embassies of the countries of origin of migrant
workers that such a possibility exists.LUXEMBOURGIntroduction
Statistics
1. Global statistics
The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg has a population of approximately
360,000.
In 1981, there were a total of 95 789 foreign nationals in Luxembourg,
572 of whom were from other European Community Member States.
The Luxembourg authorities have provided the following figures on the
number of foreign children in primary and secondary education.
Basic statistics, 1984-85
Nationality Pre- Primary Secondary Vocational Special Total
primary education education education education
school
boys girls boys girls boys girls 100%
Italian 449 117 918 758 21.
Belgian 147 425 131 159
Danish
German 132 430 269 234 113 103
French 243 753 260 318 134 137
Greek
Irish
Dutch 180 108
British
Spanish 286
Portuguese 420 266 551 531 335 359 42.
Others 194 696 204 210
Total 765 287 255 394 I 1 347 225 151
35.34% 39.26% 54% 120.07%
f2.
% 22.6'" 55. 56.
976!, 10 099 80-81 241 104 I 1 0512. Reception measures
Pupils in reception classes, 1984-85
Belgian
German
French
Italian
Dutch
British
Spanish
Portuguese
Others
199
312
e., 3% of fore~n pupils in primary educationTeaching of 1angu.age and culture of origin
1984-
Nationality Extrascholastic Integrated Number pupils
tuition* deferred courses**
Italian 538
Spanish 176
Portuguese 369 809
Greek
Yugoslav
Turkish
40% of foreign pupils in primary education receive tuition in their own
language and culture.
primary and secondary education
** 
primary education
Number of teachers (integrated, deferred and Italian 
Spanish
Portuguese
Greek
extrascholastic, 1984-85)
Negotiations are being conducted on extending integrated and deferred
courses in primary education.Measures in LuI.eIIOourg in faTour of the chi Idren of
migrant wrorkers
Reception and support lDea8m'es (DireetiYe 17/486/BEC, article %.1)
1.1  Pre-school education (pre-primary
Foreign children born in Luxembourg attend nursery schools from the
age  of  , where they learn Letzebuergesch.
The Government is considering measures to promote the early learning
of Letzebuergesch.
1.2 Primary education
Foreign children whose parents are living in Luxembourg for only 
short period (one or two years) may, at the parents' request , attend one 
the international schools or primary classes in which there are special
language arrangemen ts.
Foreign children aged 6 to 8 who have been born in the country or
are new arrivals are placed in ordinary classes where, if necessary, they
receive remedial teaching.
The reception arrangements include.
one .or two reception classes in schools having the six primary classes;
while in ordinary classes, pupils attend lessons  as  appropriate for
their level  of  knowledge (for example, PortUguese, French and Italian
pupils take French lessons and mathematics taught in French in
ordinary classes);
remedial tuition, either individual or in small groups, is arranged as
needed;
the school attaches an extra teacher to each reception class, who is
responsible for the provision  of  remedial teaching and contact with
parents; together with the the reception class teacher, he or she
provides guidance to the pupils.
62 
These measures have been regulated by a series  of  circulars
, '
issued on
24 May 1982, 25 May 1.983, 15 May 1984 and 17 May 1985.If there are too few pupils to justify the creation of a reception class
foreign children are placed in ordinary classes, where they are taught the
languages in which lessons are given (French or German) and Letzebuergesch.
Schools are allocated staff for the provision of .this remedial teaching as
needed.
A circular dated 17 May 1985 also recommends that meetings be held to
inform fo.reign parents or the institutional structure, curricula and methods of
Luxembourg schools and educational problems associated with immigration.
Secondary education
Newly arriving children aged 12 to 15 are placed either in short
vocational education suited to their language skills or in intensiv.e courses in
German and French, lasting one to two years.
Steps have been taken with regard to French and German examinations
to help the children of immigrants move to general or technical secondary
education.
Pupils with an inadequate knowledge of German are entitled to opt for
French-speaking classes in the 7th, 8th or 9th year.
Teacher traiDing (DirectiYe 11/f,86!EEC, artide LI)
Luxembourg teachers
Initial training
A nurrber of students from teacher training colleges take a course
leading to work with immigrant children. The courses in teaching methods at
the Higher Institute of Educational Studies and Research are specifically
based on the situation of the children of migrant 1Iorkers.
A more detailed course on "the educational and social problems of the
children of migrant workers" is offered as an option.In 1984-85, 22 teacher training students out of ~8 chose this option
which includes an introduction to intercultural education and the
methodology  of  teaching German as a foreign IB.nguli&e, as well as a courSe
in Portuguese.
In the training for .future teachers in technical education, a course 
interactive relationships in the school" aJso covers the problems created
by the presence in a school of children from different cultures.
In-servIee and further tratniDg
Teachers have opportunities during their caree;os to learn the
languages of immigrants' countries of origin and to aaend short courses in
those countries.
In addition, literature on such subjects as intercultural education &:1d
reception education methods has been produced for teachers.
A documentation and information centre has been set up in
Luxembourg with the backing of the Education Ministry, the city
authorities and an association for migrant workers; its services are
available to Luxembourg and foreign staff.
Luxembourg and foreign teachers help to run the centre, which has
information on socio-cultural lift' and school systems in mjgrants' countries
of origin.
Foreign teachers
No additional or in-service training is arranged for foreign teachers
by the Luxembourg authorities.
The Italian, Spanish and Portuguese consulates organize in-service
training sessions for their own teachers.3.  Teaching of the language .and culture of origin (Directive 77/486/EEC,
article  3) 
Primary education
A circular of 24 May 1982 calls on local authorities to arrange for
the integrated teaching of languages and cultures of origin for Portuguese
and Spanish children; such teaching has already been available for Italian
children since 1980. The two hours' integrated lessons may be supplemented
by two hours' deferred teaching.
Joint meetings between Luxembourg and foreign teachers should help
to coordinate the teaching of the language and culture of origin with
school curricula.
It should be pointed out that school premises are made available to
foreign consula tes free of charge. 
Secondary education
There is no provision for integrated or deferred education in school
curricula.
Tuition outside school hours
Extrascholastic tuition in various languages and cultures of origin is
arranged by consulates for children in primary and secondary education.
School premises are made available to consulates by the local
authorities, although in a few cases a token rent is charged.
Note: this extrascholastic tuition is still by far the most common form.
Teachers of the language and culture of origin
All teachers of the language and culture of origin are appointed and
paid by their own consulates. Their status is that of civil servants on
secondment, or special consular sta tus. The consular ,authorities are
responsible for inspection and educational guidance.
Educational cooperation between the host country and the country of
origin
Bilateral agreements have been reached With Italy, Portugal, Span and
Yugoslavia. Educational cooperation is just beginning between the Luxem-
bourg school authorities and the consular authorities on integrated mother-
tongue classes.Conclusions
Since 1982, there has been little change in reception arrangements in
primary education (although the existing arrangements seem to be well
suited to the multilingual status of Luxembourg schools).
There has been a slight if1t)rovement in the arrangements in secondary
education, although they are still regarded as inadequate.
In the field of teacher training, the initial training of Luxembourg
teachers appears to be satisfactory, but there is no formal structure for
the in-service training of teachers responsible for the children of
immigrants. With such a large number . of foreign pupils, especially
Portuguese children, there is a need to adapt teaching methods. Such a
reform is feasible only if substantIal efforts to promote in-service teacher
training are made.
It would also be desirable for additional training to be offered to
foreign teachers at the time of starting work in Luxembourg; these
teachers should attend certain in-service training courses together with
Luxembourg teachers.
On the subject of the teaching of languages and cultures of origin, it
should be pointed out that tuition is still prevalently given outside the
schoOl, many of the courses not being coordinated with the Luxembourg
school curriculum. No integrated tuition in languages and cultures of origin
exists in secondary education and only a few pupils in secondary schools
receive tuition in their language and culture outside school hours.
The Luxembourg State could take action, therefore, to promote this
educa tion and encourage better coordina tion with the Luxmbourg school
system.
One point of note, however, is that an agreement is being neg-otiated
with the Portuguese authorities. The aim is to set up a pilot schi::me to
develop teaching progr.ammes, method$ and materials for the integrated
teaching of Portuguese language and culture in several pre-primary and
primary schools.1 0. NETHERLANDSIntroduction
stat is ties
1. Global statiaties
The Netherlands has a population of approximately U,
OOO OOO.
In 1986, there were a total of 552 533 foreign nationals, 151,53:i of
whom were from other European Community Member States.
The Dutch authorities have provided the following fi5ures on the
number of forei5n children in primary and secondary education.Basic statistics, 1984-
Na tionali ty
or ethnic
group
Nursery Primary General second- '" Lager ** Middelbar Total!:
school education ary education ~eroepsonderwijs beroepsonderwijs 
German
Italian
Be~ian
Greek
French
Spanish
Portuguese
N. American
Ceotral and
S. American
Surinam
Antilles
, .
..,.Slan
ioluccan
Oceanian
Till'"kish
Yug-oslav
j,lo roc can
C~e Verde
Tunisian
Others
Total
I 'ib  total
I 5ctJoi pop.
19SD-81
526
161
766
128
181
275
639
837
193
224
29,448
440
440
952
151
13,183
844
503
302
17,602
151
453
184
boys
918
630
670
294
141
524
190
229
141
487  008 7,244
252
1.9 I 4.
giJ: Js
102
786
693
300
150
612
226
365
146
823
120
734
157
838
884
boys
480
383
221
141
374
170
761
397
109
405
124
girls
327
219
141
337
390
229
862
171
13,296
boys
144
236
355
319
girls
206
1.0
8~7
10096
141
005
233
131
010
742
229
700 ! !'i4 128 I
1.1
3.4
1.2
11.1
84 2.4
47 &.
148 39.
123 1.8
68 24.
77 0.
1.1
887
b \
'" LBO - lower secondary vocational education
*'" MBO - middle secondary  vocational education
Total: 137 319100
2. Tuition in the language and culture of origin
Pupils receiving tuition in their language of origin in primary education
- 1984-85
Nationality No. pupils Percentage
Turkish 713 86.
Moroccan 599
Spanish 342 68.
Greek 319 77.
Yugoslav 961 73.
Portuguese 728 63.
Italian 454 100.
33,116
Nationality
Turkish
Moroccan
Spanish
Greek
Yugoslav
Portuguese
Italian
South Vietnamese
Others
1984-
No. of teaching posts
327
213
615lUI
Measures in the Netherlands in favour of the children of
lIligrant workers
Reception and support ~es (DirectiTe 77/4U./EEC, article %.1)
Educational methods, content and curricula tor pre-primary schools
(nursery schools) and primary schools are the responsibility of their
organizing authorities; the Ministry of Educa tion and Science may not
intervene in the choice of reception methods or arrangements, except for
cr.eating the conditIons under which reception teaching can be implemented.
These conditions are as follows:
1.1 In pre-school educa tion
per group of 7 to 15 children not speaking Dutch or with an
inadequa te mastery of the language: 0.5 additional teacher
per group of 15 to 24 children not speaking Dutch or with an
inadequate mastery of the language: 1 additional teacher
1.2
1.2.
In primary education
Foreign pupils enrolled in a Dutch school for less than 2 years:
fewer than 7 pupils 1 additional timetable unit 7 to 8 pupils 2 additional timetable units
9 to 11 pupils 3 additional timetable units
12 to 14 pupils 4 additional timetable units
15 to 16 pupils 5 additional timetable units
Note: One timetable unit corresponds to approximately 21 hours a week; the
school week consists of 11 timetable periods. Eleven units correspond to
one full-time teacher s post.
63 Percentage of children in reception facilities:
80% of foreign children in nursery schools (about 22,000)
20% of foreign children in primary schools (about 16 000)
20% of children in lower secondary education (about 5 000),,02
1.2. Foreign pupils enrolled in a Dutchscho.ol for more than 2 years
7 to 15 pupils
16 to 24 pupils
25 to 33 pupils
34 to 42 pupils
43 to 52 pupils
53 to 63 pupils
64 to 75 pupils
76 to 88 pupils
89 to 102 pupils
1 additional timetable unit
2 additional timetable units
3 additional timetable units
4 additional timetable units
5 additional timetable units
6 additional timetable units
7 additional timetable units
8 additional timetable units
9 additional timetable units
Example: a school with 100 category A pupils and 100 category B pupils is
entitled to 56 additional timetetable units, corresponding to 5.1 full-time
teachers.
Because of the freedom enjoyed by educational establishments and the
multiplicity of organizing bodies, it is il'lVossible to describe all tile
reception arrangements that exist, but a distinction may be made between
four basic types:
ImIDersion method
Pupils who do not speak Dutch are put in a normal class for their age
and taught individually orin groups of 2 to 4 for at least one period a
day until they have acquired the language. This is a very common method.
National reception classes
Children are placed in these classes for 1 or 2 years. The aims are
intensive learning of Dutch, social integration of the children, adaptation
of their knowledge and a continuation of their general education in their
own language.
Na tional sc:b001s
These are schools attended solely by pupils of 11 single nationality,
although they follow the syllabus and use the methods applied in Dutcn
schools. This is the arrangement adopted in places where there is a lar~e
concentration of pupils of a single nationality.103
Bilingual transition e1asses
During the first two years, half of the time is devoted to teaching 
the pupils' language of origin and the other half in Dutch. Over the next
four years, teaching in the pupils' own language is continued for one or
two timetable units.
Note: the first and second year classes are twinned with Dutch classes.
1.3 In secondary education
Secondary schools are free to arrange international transition classes
instead of the transition year taken by all pupils on entering secondary
education, since they do not decide on their course options until the
second year. The aim of these international classes is to provide intensive
tuition in Dutch for new arrivals or to improve their knowledge of the
language.
In the first stage of secondary education, schools are entitled - like
primary schools- to extra teachers to supervise pupils with an inadequate
or non-existent knowledge of Dutch.
1.4 General measures
To improve the quality of teaching for foreign pupils, the Ministry of
Education and Science supports the provision of information, guidance,
educational research and the development of teaching materials.
National coordinators are responsible for organizing support measures.
The regions or towns with a large number of foreign pupils are entitled to
employ educational advisers with special responsibility for the teaching 
immigrants.
The regulations for H.e final examination in secondary education
contain provisions to help pupils of foreign origin whose knowledge of
Dutch is inadequate.
Note; funding for intensive Dutch teaching for new arrivals not familiar
with the language is limited to one schooLyear in both primary and
secondary education..LV"
Teacher training (Directive 71/4.86/EEC, article 2.
Dutch teachers
1.1  Primary, pre-primary and special education
1.1.1 Initial trainlug
Teacher training colleges in immigrant areas offer optional
courses on teaching methods for immigrants.
1.1.2 In-5erYice and further training
An annual in-service training course on "the teaching of cultural
minority groups" is offered by 44 teacher training colleges.
The aim of this 36-hour course is to give teachers a reference
framework for their experience, knowledge and expertise in the teaching of
pupils from different cultures, covering the content and organization of
teaching for a multicultural target group.
An "inter-cultural education" course is also available for those
who teach immigrant children. The 4u-hour course at present can cater for
25 groups of 20.
Since 1982, there has also been a special 6o-hour course for those
responsible for Moluccan pupils, attended by 80 teachers a year.
Secondary education
An annual course on "teaching young foreigners" is offered to
secondary school teachers by 11 training establishments. The aim of the
course is to help teachers acquire the knowledge, skills and attitude
needed for intercultural teaching. The course is in two parts, each
~sisting of 30 hours.
Note: A  60-hour  course on " working with specific groups of girls of foreign
origin" was put on for a period for women teachers and trainers 
Amsterdam, but has been discontinued due to lack of interest.
64 Number attending: 1983-8i  - 13 groups with 60 participants
1984-85 - 5 grougs with 100 participants.105
Foreign teachers
, On 1 August 1981, an additional course was introduced for the
benefit of foreign teachers in primary education. It is designed for the
those who have teaching diplomas in their own country and now wish to
qualify for primary school teaching in the Netherlands. The three-part
course, attended by about 80 people each year, is .held in Amsterdam,
Rot terdam and Bengelo.
On 1 August 1982,  course was launched for foreign teachers and
interpreters in secondary education. The 6o-hour course is attended by
about 60 people a year. 
A course leading to a qualification in "language and culture of origin
has also been compulsory since 1 August 1983 for foreign teachers wishing
to teach their own language and culture in pre-primary and primary
schools. This one-year course consists of 250 hours' tuition and a half-day
practical work. In 1983-84 it was attended by 22 people, in 1984-85 by 54
people.
There is also an additional "Dutch" training course in which foreign
teachers can improve their knowledge of the Dutch language. This is a
one-year (25o-hour) course, attended by 60 people in 1983-84 and by 70 in
1984-85.
Part-time courses were also launched on 1 August 1984. These three-
year courses are for foreign teachers wishing to qualify for teaching
Arabic and Turkish in the first stage of secondary education.
It should be noted that foreign teachers employed by Dutch schools
are eligible for intercultural education courses and all other forms of
in-service training available to Dutch teaching staii.106
3.  Teaching .of the 1anguage and culture of origin (Directive 11/486/EEC, article J) 
- -
Basic education (pre-primary and primary)
Tuition in their own language and culture is offered to four groups of
pupils in the 4-12 age group:
a. pupils from the Maghreb;
b. pupils with at least one parent from one of the foIIowing countries:
Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Yugoslavia, Morocco, Tunisia and Cape
Verde;
pupils who are dependents of a .national of another EEC Member
State;
pupils' with at least one parent having political refugee status.
Schools may join together to arrive at the minimum of eight pupils
needed for a course to be arranged.
The course maybe for 5 hours a week (tihours of which are in
school hours). In practice, the organizers offer. either 2i hours during
school hours or 4 to 5 hours after school hours. It should be pointed out
that these deferred courses are arranged ooly when requested by parents.
Schools are .allocated extra staff for these courses:
8 to 14 pupils - an extra 0.2 teaching post
15 to 21 pupils - an extra 0.3 teaching post
for each 7 pupils thereafter - an extra 0.1 teaching post
The law on basic education enacted on 1 August 1985 covers inter-
cultural educa tion, the teaching of the language ~d culture of origin
and measures for pupils whose education is retarded due to cultural
or socio-economic factors. Since basic education includes what used to
be known as !?re-primary and primary educativn, the measures
introduced by the new law apply to children aged 4 to 12. A illw of
26 November 1986 also covers the teaching of Ianguages and cultures
of origin in secondary education.107
For C8. tegories a. and b. pupils, the school recr~itsstaff direct. For
category d. pupils, the school head must first request permission from the
Ministry. No staff .are allocated for category c. pupils.
Whether it is given inside 0(" outside school bours, tuition in the
language of origin offered by primary schools is in theory coordinateclwith
other subjects. Registration for this tuition is at the parents' request.
Secondary educa tion
At present, two hours' tuition a week may be given on an exper-
imental basis. The languages currently being taught are Italian, Turkish,
Arabic and Chinese.
Teachers of the language and culture of ori~in
BaBic education
The teaching of the language and culture of origin is the respon-
sibility of the school organizing authorities, and foreign teacher.s have
enjoyed the same pay and status as Dutch teachers since 1 August 1984.
The only exceptions are teachers who have been provisionally allowed to
teach without qualifications.
Teachers of the language and culture of origin are in theory the
holders of a diploma qualifying them to teach in primary education in their
countries of origin. People with a certificate of secondary education in
their own country who have also taken a basic education teaching quali-
fication in the Netherlands or have attended an additional training course
are also qualified.
Secooda.ry education
New measures have come into force in the 1987-88 school year.
Immigrant languages may be chosen as a subject in the curriculum and in
teacher training examinations.
Schools are inspected by the Dutch authorities. The regional
educa tional services are responsible for- the,)IUPervision of the teachers.108
3.4 Educational cooperation between GreeCe and the countries of origin
The Netherlands has signed bilateral a6'reements under cultural
treaties with Italy, Spain, Turkey, Yugoslavia and Morocco.
Joint work groups, with special responsibility for adapting the
teaching of languages and cultures of origin to Dutch education, have been
set up by the Netherlands with Italy, Turkey and Yugoslavia. A Dutch-
Spanish work group is also being established.~c8~
1 L PORTUGAL109
Conclusions
The Nethetlarids cutreriUy proviqes good reception education facilities.
Various mea$ures ha~e ~e~adol?ted by the Dutch authorities (immersion
learning, national reception classes, bilingual transition classes and
international transition classes).
On the Subject of teacher training, initial training provisions can be
said to be satisfactory, whereas the in-service training system that has
been set up is. excellent. The same applies to the arrangements for the
specific trauiing of fore~n teachers.
Provisions for the teaching of the languages and cultures of origin of
the children of m~rant ~orkers in primary education are a)so very good,
with about 80% of foreign pupils in ptimary schools receiving tuition in
their language and cultUre of origin.
The measures introduced for secondary education, howev. , lag behind
the application of Directive  771486/EEC.  Only 1% of pupils attend an
integrated course in the language and culture of origin.
It should also be pointed out tha~educational cooperation with other
countries seems to depend on the goodwill of the primary school organizing
authorities.
The Dutch Government. could try to make progress in this matter.110
Since 1 January 1986, the date on which Portugal pined the
European Community, article 7 and 12 of Regulation 1612/68 and Directive
7/486/EEC have applied to the children who are dependants of any
Portuguese worker residing in the territory of another Member State 
which that worker is or has been in paid employment.
Children who are the dependants of workers of other Member States
living in Portugal enjoy the same benefits.
The reference year for this second Commission report on the
application of Directi~e 77/486/EEC is 1984-85 and it does not, therefore,
cover Portugal.1 L NIT .B D 1:1 " G D 0 M111
Introduction
Stat ht icII
1. G1ob8l statisties
The United KingdOm has a population of~pproxiw.te1y56,450,OOO.
In 1986, the population regarded by. the United Kin.;dom as foreign
amounted to 1 736,000 (754,000 of whom were from oe..er European
Community Member St~tes).
Note: the United Kingdom does not haveschool~t~tisticsonpupils'
nationalities or ethnic origins. The 1981 census provides figures only for
people living in a household whose head was born abroad.
, . 
The childre~ ofpare~ts, ~rn' in t~e Unitedp K~domarE!not included
in the figure, whereas the children of British nationals who themselves
were born abroad are included. Even so, the information can be used to
arrive at an approximllte estimate of the number of pupils of foreign
nationality or from a foreign ethnic group.Old Commonwealth
Pakistan
East Africa
Rest of Africa
West Indies
India
Bangladesh
Far East
Mediterranean
Others
Rep. of Ireland
Belgium
Denmark
France
Fed. German Rep.
Germany
Greece
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
Spain
Other European
countries
I Middle East
Ius
USSR
I Rest of the world
England and Wales
5 to 9
852
33,118
684
407
616
124
615
811
600
306
732
690
490
573
880
528
037
987
586
472
266
554
374
299
842
073
346.229
I (estimate)
10 to 14
018
33,720
12,653
882
043
860
718
417
308
075
175
714
602
842
418
940
010
651
822
604
221
459
979
793
239
874
420 924
children of 16
total 'ito 16
112
15 to 19
672
19,284
13,540
412
89,788
695
450
588
426
179
109,236
803
648
307
755
090
966
777
839
443
178
293
506
417
662
297
442 226
1/5 = 88 445
855 598113
Scotland ~15 16-19
Pakistan 398 105
East Africa 565 209
West Indies 277 124
Bangladesh 145
India 398 183
Far East 592 562
Mediterranean 277 135
Other New Commonwealth 593 235
Rest of the World 429 757
Republic of Ireland 722 908
396 14,254
figures 1 :: 563
(aged 16)
Total Scotland: aged 959
Northern Ireland figures
The number of pupils of foreign origin in the 5-16 age group in Great Britain,
therefore, is about 894,557 (approximately 9.~% of the total population in this
age group).
Applying an estimated 25% correction indicator to allow  for  the grandchildren of
immigrants who have retained their culture of origin, it is estimated that the
total is about 1 118 000 (about 11% of the total population in this age group).114
2. Reception measures
Pupils aged 5-15 - breakdown by birthplace oi ~efld of household
Total no. Republic New Com- Rest LEinguage Reception
pupils monwealth world skills classes C!c
aged 5-15 Ireland Pakistan cen tres
I Bedfordshire
162 256 096 952 065
I Birmingham 165 637 031 1.34 427 000 SOD
I Bradford 044 265 14,105 488 964
Coventry 52,609 783 854 977 800
Inner London 236,653 050 75,603 24,671
\ ~danchester 68,440 129 070 504
437
I Newhaven
129 805 571
Nottinghamshire 164 057 582 395 539
! Waltham Forest 32,549 220 898 746 564
----
968 588 59,445 183 960 38,875
100% 74% 18.99% 01%
29.74%
The above table sets out the results of a survey conducted in nine local
education authorities (1984-85).115
Teacher training
Statistics on in-service training
A survey on nine local education authorities has produced fIgures on three
of these authorities:
Bradford
Coventry
Newhaven
3 teachers per school per year
250 teachers per year
500 teachers per year
The survey also shows that teachers employed under Section 11 generally
receive special training.
GOVERNMENT AID
Section 11, on the educational needs of children from the Commonwealth,
allocates r75 million for the additional teaching posts (1983-84), to include
in-service training fo.r this staff.
Urban Programme, to meet the educational needs of children from ethnic
minority groups (1985-86);
f 5.4 million for education schemes;
tl4 million for cultural and education schemes (8 substantial portion of
which is for the teaching of English as a second language
(ESL) and teaching of languages and cultures of origin).
Education Support Grant Scheme (1985-86)
million to meet the educational needs of a multiracial society,
including f94 OOO for schemes that proIT'::)te the teaching of
the language and culture of origin.1
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Tuition m :languages and CQltures of origin
-="'::==. ==':::::::::::::--
:::illmber of pupils receiving tuition in their language 'and culture of origin
in nine local education authorities
Total no. primary second. extra- total
ethnic edu- edu- schol-
minority cation cation astic
pupils education
aged 5-15
""':.:::::::-,:~
17,304 730 730
... ...
592 000J (1,900J 10. 300 18. 16,200 28.
:&.6,858 (2,200J 13. 000 41. 200 60.
13,614 243 281 312 836 13.
- - .-.,-- .
123,324 (5,140J (2,340J 480
. .,. -- --
16,103 000 17.996 000 17.
14,505 (1,500) (800) 15.896
... ...
300 15.
516 (1,100) 10. 100 10.
'. " ,.. -= -:.:;.;..::=:::. ~
282,280 34,312 12. 206 18.4% I
-:,,
'::Mo) 352,850 (5. (9.796) (i:. 7
~)  ,-- '-- ..._--,
894,557
2:'::':"_
:___... . -.  ......
118,000)
estimate118
Measures in the Uni ted Kingdom in fayour of the chi ldren
of migrant workers
Reeeptiolt 8acI 8UppOI1 
......,.. 
~tiye  T"l1w,1EF.C..  artiele 1.1)
English-language teaching
The reception arrangements described in the Commission s first report
are being replaced by a more integrated approach.
The reception classes and centres that had predously been established
are gradually being discontinued.
Schools have qualified staff (teachers of English as a second language
~ ESL) for the intensive teaching of English and for remedial language
teaching.
As a result most local authorities have "flying squads" of ESL
teachers working in one or more schools, based in centres which serve both
as documentation units and in-service training centres. These ESL teachers
work in liaison with the class teachers, often in parallel in the same
classroom.
In a growing number of schools, one or more specially trained
teachers on their own .staff are given overall respolLSibility for ESL
teaching in their school, providing continuity between the support from the
roving ESL teachers and the work done by class teachers.
Some schools with a high proportion of children from foreign ethnic
communities have a special team and premises for remedial language
teaching, documentation and support for teachers in those schools.
In general, the children of immigrants are placed in the normal class
for their age. If necessary, however, they may be placed in a special class
for a year where they work separa tely with an ESL teacher for a few
hours a week until they are sufficiently familiar with English to participate
fully in the ac tivities of an ordinary class.119
1.2 Intercultural education
,Two circulars issued in 1985 encourage interracial and intercultural
education measures. The School Curriculum Development Committee bus
undertaken that all the curricula it develops will allow for cultural and
ethnic diversities of society.
A growing number of local authorities are establishing posts of
interculture.leducation advisers, who are backed by the roving teachers
whose services are available to schools.
According to  survey conducted in 1984-85 in D.ine local education
authorities wi.th  particularly high percente.ge of pupils from foreign
ethnic minorities, the extent of language s~ort measures varies from one
place to another. For example, 26.5% of pupils (excluding Irish pupils) in
Waltham Forest are receiving help, co~red with only 18% in Binningbam.
There is also  varying level of recourse to reception classeS or
centres.
Teaeher training (Directive TT/48G/F..FL;. art:ieJe 
Initial training
The new Teacher Training Council began work i!1 1986. All. curricula
for the initial training of teachers must from now OD include  course on
working with the children of foreign ethnic minorities (the education of
bilingual children, ESL teaching and intelT8.cial and intercultural relations).
In addition, the Swann Committee and the Secretary of State for
Education have recommended that teacher training est'.ablishments arrange 
pla~ement in  multiracial school for their students.
In-service and further training
The subjects .offered by the establishments providing in-service
training for teachers are the same as those offered in initial training.
It is of note that servinG teachers may be released from aU or part
of their teaching duties in order  to  attend,,8. course Jeading to  formal
qualification. Short-term secondments are also possible.120
Some establishments offer introductory courses for teachers newly
appointed to a post in a school with a high proportion of children of
immigrants.
In addition, the local education authorities and the schOOl inspec-
torate organize introductory courses, weekend seminars, lectures and
meetings in schools. The policy is to make as many new teachers as
possible aware of the issues and provide further training to a smaIl number
of experIenced teachers, who will then pass on information and the benefit
of their experience to their colleagues.
A circular also defines the conditions for local authorities applying
for Government grants so that their teachers can be trained to develop
suItable curricula and methods for a multi-ethnic society. These 20- to 25-
day courses are open to school heads and experienced teachers who are
responsible for the education of children from ethnIc minorities. These
grants cover course running costs and the cost of replacing staff while on
the courses. The number of participants is set at 630 a year.
In-service and further training for fore4tn teachers
The Italian embassy organizes in-service training sessions for Italian
teachers who are made available to the education authorities or assigned
to extracholastic teaching.
3.  TeeehiDg of the JaDguage and eultme of origiD (DireetiYe Tl/4c86/KEC,
article  J) 
Existing measures
There are three types of tuition in the language and culture of
origin:
tuition coordinated with normal education, arranged for One year in
primary classes or outside school hours by the local authorities.
Teachers are appointed and paid by the local authority, usually with
the support of Government grants.121
tuition in the language of origin provided as part of the secondary
school mod.ern languages syllabus. These classes are open to all pupils.
The Secondary Examinations Council is making an effort to improve
the syllabuses and ex:amina tions for the ethnic minority languages.
tuition in the language and culture of origin, sometimes linked with
religious education, arranged by the immigrant communities themselves
outside school hours in private premises  or  in premises made available
by the local authorities.
This education is not linked with school education. On occasions it is
subsidized by the local authorities, who then provide support in the
form of teaching materials and advisors. The teachers are apDointed
and paid by the ethnic minorities.
Surveys conducted by the Commission for Racial Equality and thc
Schools Council have shown that, in 1983, 56 local authorities (out  of  135)
arranged their own courses in languages and cultures of origin or were 
least partially funding extrascholastic courses arranged by ethnic minority
groups.
Teachers of language and culture of origin
Most teachers of languages and cultures of origin are British citizens
of the same ethnic group as their pupils.
Those who take integrated or deferred courses in primary or second-
ary education are employed by the local authorities. Many  of  them have
teaching qualifications obtain.ed in the United Kingdom, but teach their own
language without having been specifically trained to do so. Those who have
taken a teacher training course in the United Kingdom have the status 
qualified teachers, while the others are instructors, classroom assistants or
tutors.
Those who take extracholastic courses .are voluntary workers or  are
paid by the immigrant communities or ethnic minorities or, in  very  few
cases, by the local authorities. It is the immigrant community or minority
group concerned which decides whether they are qualified.122
The embassies  of  several European Community Member States place
teachers at the disposal  of  the local education authorities, more
particularly the Spanish, Italian, Portuguese and Greek embassies. A few
Greek language teachers are made available by the High Commissioner for
Cyprus.
The responsibility for inspecting integrated and deferred courses lies
with inspectors and advisors designated by the local authorities, or on
occasions with H.M. inspectors. Teaching outside the school is supervised
by the immigrant communities or the ethnic minorities arranging that
teaching.
Educational cooperation with the countries  of  origin
The United Kingdom  has  signed cultural agreements with several
Member States. Meetings are held every two years to discuss the problems
of  educa tiog the children  of  their nationals in the United Kingdom. Regular
meetings are held with representatives  of  the Italian Government.123
Conclusions
There have been changes in the reception measures provided in the
United Kingdom since 1982. The arrangements described in the Commission
first report are giving way to a more integrated approach.
On the whole, reception arrangements in primary education can be
regarded as satisfactory, but the arangements in secondary education should
be reinforced.
On the subject of teacher training, initial, further and in-ser\'ice
training can be said to be very sa tisfactory. All the training available 
open to teachers of languages and cultures of origin who have the status
of qualified teachers.
There are no arrangements, however, for the joint training of British
teachers and teachers with consular status, for which provision should be
made as soon as possible.
It would also be desirable for consular teachers from Member States
to receive additional training at the time of starting work in the United
Kingdom.
Finally, it should be pointed out that only 56 local 
authorities report
measures to promote the teaching of the languages and cultures of origin
of the children of migrant workers, and even in these 56 authorities only
about 6% of immigrant pupils are offered integrated or deferred tuition in
their language and culture of origin.
The language and culture of origin is, furthermore, almost system-
atically organized outside the school (without being linked to ordinary
education).
The United Kingdom could therefore, take steps to promote this
tuition further and provide closer coordination with ordinary education./I  l,v
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lID pIe Dl e n t . t ion 0 f t b e Directi.-e
Article 2,. paragraph 1 states that "Member States shall, in
accor.da.n~e withttlE:!ir , nationalc1r'cumstances ~nd legal systems, take
EiPpropriate mea:~u~esto ensure that free tuition to facilitate initial
reception is offered in their terti tory to the chiidren referred to in
Article 1, including, in particular, the teaching - ada.j?ted to the specific
, needs of such children - of the official langtAEige or one of the official
languages of the hoM State
It should be pointed out with regard to this provision that
reception education. for pupils with an inEidequate or non-existent
knowledge Of the language. in 
.. 
which education is imparted is every
child' ssubjec tiver ight.
Member States. have resorted to various methods in applying the
Directive, bearing in mind the wordingot Article 2: "in accordance with
their national circumstances and legal systems
The purpose of this wording is to allow for the position of a
Member States whose national legislative body does not have the power
to legislate on the content of the school curriculum. In the Federal
German Republic, for e:!Cample, this power is invested in the Lander,
while in the United Kingdom it is delegated to the local education
authorities or even the schools themselves.
The Commission fle:!Cibility, howev~r, does not imply any lack of
resolve to intervene at this level, nor its readiness to accept that a
Member State might not perceive the need to apply the Directive
because of the small number of children of migrant workers there.
In this respect,according to the informat ion avai lable to the
Cowmission we should cite the situation of Ireland, which has
passed no legislative or administrative measures at all, and Greece
where, despite a presidential decree ~rovidingJor reception classes and
tuition in the Greek language for immigrants, no implementing measure
has been reported to the Commission.126
Article 2, parB.6raph 2 states that "Member States shall take the
measures necessary for the training and further training of the teachers
who are to provide this tuition"
Over the past few years, most member States have taken steps to
i~rove the training of teachers who are to work with the children of
migrant workers. More particularly, cour.se$ have been established on
intercultural education, the needs of a muiti:-ethnicsociety, the teaching
of the national language as a foreign language and the social and
language problems associated with immigration.
Nonetheless,
it appears that, certain Member States have taken no formal measures
to provide for the initial and further training of teaehers who ar.e to be
responsible for reception education. Tnese States are Ireland, Italy and
Greece.
Article 3 states that "Member States shall, in accordance with
their national circumstances and legal systems, and jncopperation with
States of origin, take appropria te measures to promote, in coordinaion
with normal education, teaching of the mother tongue and culture of the
country of origin for the children referred to in ArtilZle 1"
For a proper interpretation of this article, it should be bonl~ 111
mind that Article 3 does not give the persons covered by Article 1 an
individual, subjective right to be taught their mother tongue and the
culture of their country of origin.
The obligation to promote such teaching does, however, imply,
recourse to measures and methods - including research and experi-
mentation - that might in fact promote this type of teachb5-
The obliga Hon placed on the host Sta te to promote the teaching- of
the mother tongues and cultures of the countries of origin assumes that
the State of origin should cooperate with the host State, to include
financial aspects.
The situation in Member States' as t:~gards the teaching of the
language and culture of origin is described in the body of the report.127
At this point, only two basic comments will be made on the
commitment entered into by the Council in adopting Article 3 of the
Directive:
The legal scope of this Article is limited to an interpretation of
the word "promote
The CommiSsion feels that this Article nrlght give rise to infringe-
ment proce~ding'sif notneasure has been adopted by a State to
promote this teaching and in specific cases such as:
parents having tobear the cost of the teaching of the language
and culture of originj
the host State refusing to cooperate in any way with the State
of origin insetting up such teaching;
the host State refusing to .coordinate the tea~hing of languages
and cultures of origin with .1Orrnal education.
The fact that the child does not have a subjective right to be
taught his or her language and culture of origin does not mean that
this teaching is the least important part of the directive. On the
contrary, it is a vital link in achieving the free movement of
persons and in the necessary adaptation of education to the
personality of the immigrant child.
Member States should therefore devote greater efforts, bearing in
mind the observations set out in this report, towards ensuring that
school curricula take more account of the teaching of t!1e language
and culture of origin of migrants, by:
making sure that this teaching is in fact coordinated with n.:)rmal
education, if possible in the school timetable;
setting up effective cooperation between the host country aad
the country of origin by bilatel'al ~reements.
The Commission has thus ascertained certain g~ps as to
the implementation of the Directivp Given the lack of up
to date information, it wi II invite 1':ember states to procee
to a prompt control of the description of the State of
implementation of the Directive in the main part of the report.128
The Future
The mass migration from regions of the Community in decline or
whose development was delayed towards areas of expansion - a feature
of European economies in the 1960s in particular - has now dried up,
for obvious reasons.
It is unlikely that the single European market will change this
situation. What we must expect is a fluid exchange of qualified people
rather than a return to mass migration.
Most immigrants from outside the Community arrived before the
immigration controls of 1973-74. Migrants are now tending to settle
down, creating ethnic and cultural minority groups.
Two complex situations are coming into existence today: the
position of "second generation" youngsters, and the great pressure to
migrate to the Community due to economic, population and political
crises in the Third World.
Community action on the education of the children of migrant
workers was at first directed towards the problems of new arrivals and
th.eir children, who needed a reception system and facilities to acquire 
new langu.age rapidly. Even so, the preservation of the language and
culture of orig-in has not been neglected.
The subject of this report is the ~Iember States' implementation of
the Council directive on the education of the children of migrant
workers.
The Commission has accumulated ten years' work on pilot schemes
in this field, and has embarked on a process of assessment of those
schemes. A report is to be forwarded to the Council next year.129
It should also be recognized that, despite the considerable efforts
made by some of the Member States to guarantee equal opportunities for
the children of migrants, success rates are still too low and failure
rates too high, making it difficult for these children to go on to further
education and training.
Unless efforts are stepped up, these young people might well
continue to be "the disadvantaged" of our society,
It is the Community s moral and political
obligation to contribute, through the act of education, towards
developing mutual understanding and respect among peoples and cultural
and language groups.
This should be a priority aim for the educational authorities in
Member States, in order to prevent social inequalities and permit
mutual comprehension and respect./) 
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(AclS 'lVhos~ publica  lion is  nOI ob/lg,1IDryJ
COUNCIL
COUNC1L DIRECTIVE
0125 July ' 1977 ,
on the education of the children of mign.or worken
(l7/486/EEq
nlE COUNCIl. OF niE EUROPEAN
COMMUNml!S.
H-vin& regard to the Treaty establishing the Eurcpean
Ecooom.k Community, and in particular Article 49
tb e reof.
HBvin~ regard to the I'copos.al Irom the Commission,
Mavin, regard 10 the opinion 01 the European Parlia-
mcnt(').
linin, regard to the opinion of the Economic and
Socid Committee (1).
Wb.efelllll in its resolution of 21 January 1974
co naming a JPCi..1 action prognmme p). the Council
included iniu priority actions Ihose designed to
impron: the conditions 01 freedom of movement for
....or"el$ relating in particular to reception and 10 the
edUCtlUon of their children;
Whcrc-2S in order 10 pennit the inlep"tion of web
child~ inlo the ed~alional environment and the
school system 01 the host Stale. they should be able to
recem  suitAble tuition including teaching 01 the
lao8".Ja~ of the host State;
Whereas hosl Member States should .Iro taIte, in
conjunet.ion ",ilh the Member States of origin. appro-
priate Ineasures to promole the leaching of the
mother tongue :md of the culture of the counlry of
origin 01 the abovementioned children, ",ilh a vie,,",
principa!Jy 10 facilitating their posslhlc leHl1cp;rolion
inlO the Member Slale 01 origin
) OJ Nc C 280, II. \2 1975. P .48.
f) OJ ~ C 45. 27. 2 1~. . P 
)OJ ...... C IJ. 12 2. 1974. p. I.
HAS ADOPTED nns DIRECITVE:
Articl, 1
This Dir~ctive sh.1l Ipply to children for whom
school luendanc:e is eompulJory under die II" of die
host State, flho are dependants of any worker '..-bo is I
nstianal of another Member State, ....here euc, b chit.
dren arc resident in the territory of the Member State
in which that national ctrries on or hu carried on In
activity a~ an employed person.
Article 2
Member StaleS shall, in secorosnee with their nlltional
circumsunces .and legal JyStems, take appmpnste
measures 10 ensure that hee tuition (0 facilitate initill
re(epllOn is offered in !.heir tcmtory to the children
rdcrted to in Article I, including. in partico"". the
Icochiot  adapt-:d to !.he specific ~"ds of .uch (hit.
dren  of the official language: or one of the offici.1
iangu*gcs of the host Stllte.
Memlx:r SL3tcS shall tAke the mcawrcs nrt'cssary  for
Ihe training and further training of the teachen who
arc to provide this tuition. 
Article 
Member Sllles sha!!. in accordance wilh their national
,;'CJm,Ia"ces and lc8"1 sy.tcms. and in cooperation
...ilh States of origin. take appropriale measures to
p"'rr" )I~. in coo,din"lion with normal education
Ir'. I.;;-C o f Ihe molh~r tongue and culture of Ihe
l;'U""i c! cng;r for ft... children rdcm:d 10 in
!'rtide I.Is  G...
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Artit/, 
The Member Slat" .hall lake the ntCtU&1)' measurn
10 comply ...ith this Directive .,jthin lour )'ean . of ics
ftOtifiution and sh.U forth.,jlh inform Ihe Commil-
..;on thereof.
The Member Stales .h.U allO inform the Commillion
of all Jaft. reJUlation. and administrative or Othe,
pIOvisions ...hichthcy adopt in the fic:'d pvtrned by
this Direclive.
Artit/, 
The MemberSlattS Ihall forward 10 the Commiuion
~thin five )'ean of the notification of this Directive,
and lU~quently al reBUla, inlcfYIIll al the fCquclt 
the Commission, all relmnl informatIon to enable
the  Commiasion 10 repQrt to the Coundl on the appli-
gtion of this Directive.
ArlW 
Thil Directive is addrcsred 10 the Member Scata.
Done at Bnusc:I.. 2S July 1'77.
For ,hi IAN..dl
77H  Pruitkn,
H. SIMONET1.2.
")1
1 ?,;l;
~e.v.dt 0' infornt ion aul. UaU Be"bru cor.for..l..tf'lt aul.
dh~~Hiens prlvuu par "'Art. 5 dr  dhtctivt du ConuH
du 25 'uUlet 1977, rrllthe . la scohriuticn du tnhnU
des tr'vli llturs aigrantl.
les Etats lI'oerr.bres$ont invites i transmettre i  Cc;mmissiOfl pour
le 20 dece~bre 1985 au plus tard toutes its infor~aticns utiles i l'ila-
beration du deuxieme rapport de  (01llll\iS5ion sur la .iSt en Ceuvrt de
lei directive 77/1,86/CEE.
A.fin de pHlllettre une presentation claire tt tolt.;.arable des
informat ion.s provenant des Hats zellbrts, it est de&andi I:JJI instar,tes
gouvernementales de respecter It schema du questionnaire ci-apres et
de preodre tCIII:r.e &lnnee de reference, l' aonee seolaire  1981,/85.
Bien Que la directive ne coneerne di reetement que La scolarisation
des enfants de ressort issants cOfYIunautaires eJler~ant un emploi dans un
autre Etatzembre CArt. 1) , itS (tats lIIembres sont invitesi colII'Mmiquer
a la Commission egale~ent les aesures prises en faveur de la scolari sa-
lion des enfant.s de travai lleurs tnigrants prover:ant de pays tiers, et de
la scolari sat ion d' enf ants nit ionauJI appartenant a ~s ethniu d' origl!'1t'
exterieure (cfr. resolution du P. E. du 16. 1985, J.O. ...
.../...t1 j '1
"t~
, . 
t.. ""UUM' K IUt
t. ",.a."..,..,. f'"",.., ""a 
...-
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I.... creta
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~rtU2aL
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Tot""
rapport par
nOClbr~ total
J'  il~ve5AfJ
~'
,tA1un.vlS Dr  8&$(
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Nt.
Esp. gne
Portugal
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Total
~..r rapport
noe b r-e total
llfv~s11 .
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- 3 - . t~S'
Di,posHiOr'\S ll;;slltives ou adAil'\htrati"n
2 .1. De nouvtLlu dispositions UgisLltivu CI!Iadlllinistratives
ont- ellu  HI  prises depuis La dUe d\.l 1. 1982
,-, -, ,
- en hveur de La scollriution dn tnhnts dn trav..illturs
aigrants Qut CtuX-c; scient originairts "un autre Etat
atabre 01.1 d' u,. pays tiers
- en hvtur de nationaU1E apparanant , du tthniesd'origil"le utlrieure.
2 .
Ill.
3 .
t & ~'t
st..t 1st 1QutS
I f'\lc~ss.ires
Yeu;lttz jo'ir r. au ripport lu tuth c$e ces nou/tllU dispositions. 
Veui llu jo;l'\dre au ripport leI I'IHrencts des dglelllenut10ns LEgis.
lativB et adtr,;nistrat;vu rfgisunt l" ducation des enflnts d'i..igrfs
et en vi gueur . La dat e de La reai se du rlpport.
~thodoLO9;t d'accutil (Art. '2 - S 1)
Dlcri re bri~vement Les nouveaux types dBactuei 1 ais en plitt
dins l' tnseig!"lement obligatoire pour Hhe-s Arlnt une connais-
sante ;ns\.I1 f i santt de La Langue vlhi culaire de l'tnseignellltnt,
par les lutOri tfs nit ;onaln, ou It cas 'chlant, par les autori-
Us rfgiona les 01.1 locales.
Hombre d' fl~vtS blnffici,ires par type ",ccueil
par Langue d 'origine, n,tionlll itl,.u ethnie (ressort'isunts
colMlu~utai res, Y CORpri, rusortiss~s Mt ionaux apparte-
nant i unt ethnie d'origi~ txtlrieurt ressortissants de pays
tiers)
par niv~au d'enseic:;n~lIIent Censeigne.ent prillail'e, ennigntJaent
StCor,~ai re du 'IeI' cycle, tt'lseigr.e"'ent second&ire du 2!illt cycle tt
e~se;;~tment pro1ess;cnnel);
pourttntage d' fl!ves bl~lficiant d'un enseigne~ent d' accueil
(.,ar ra;port au nombre toa('cS'Hhu repris sous 1.IJj 
j~,
IV .
.:!.:
tn\ cJt la  h"9ue  u\ernelh: et ~ la culture du
Fays d' ori9ine (Art. 3)
, .
Com~en\ ts\ orga"isl au niveau national , ou It cas Echia~t, au
niveau rlgional ou local, l'enseignement ~ la langue ~.ternelle
et de La cul ture du PI ys d 'origine
- pour les enbnts de ressortissant! ':' ~;.~!"u Hats e:er:.bre!'.
- pour les en'fants de ressort issants de ~1S tiers,
- pour les enfan\s nationaux appartenant j une ethnie c' crigine
extirieure"
dans le tadre des dispositifs d'.tcueil (1);
1.. dans le cadre  de  l 'enseignelTlent norlilal (er.seignuent inte~r~
et dHUre) (2)
- au niveau primai  re,
- au premier cycle  de  ensei9nellent setondaire'
- au deuxi.~me cycle  de  enseigneaent Hcondaire,
l ements
s~at;st iClues
. nombre d'heures/semaine par Inner d'ltude
. nombre minilll\Jll\ d' ll~ves pour l' instiklration d'u~e classe.
cessa ires nombre d' H~ves par niveau d' itude et par langue enseignee
(1) 5i La Langue ~aterneLle est La langue vehiculaire de t'enseignement
accueil ou d' une partie de cet enseignement, La r~onse .  cette
Question est deja donnte sous 2.
(2) enseisr.er-..ent
integre
enseignement de La langue ~attrnelle  et  de la culture
Or1gine donne durant le tellQs scCllaire  et 
coordinat ion avec 1 ' enseigne~~t normal.
enseig"t'I-.,t'n'l
e..trascolaire
seig"ement 
ori9ine donne
temps stolair",.
nore-.al,
t'n~ei9~.t:rr.ent de la langue r,aarr' elle  et de  1a culture
ori9ine donne hC) ~~ du te..ps Holaire  e~  sa~s
coordination avec l' educat ion scolaire nermale.
la l~ngue materne1le et ~e la c~;ture
parti~llerr.ent 01.1 enti~re"~nt tl::'~S du
Clais en CO;jr~i:'\t1tion avec l' enseigr.e::ent
ense i c;r.rr:.e1'\t
differe
cf. I..1Jr:t
I~~
, .
1.3. "'~HS  dlol ca,:jrt 'Holairt, un$ eoordi,...,t;on I',te l' t:'luigntlatnt
nor&lll (cr,u;gr.t,.,c,'I\ ta\rUeOllirr)
SOI.l$ la rt5ponubi 1  11  du patS d'aecUtil
. SOUl la rtsponsabi l itl des .uteritls ,onsul,irfS du PI,.
orig;nt ,
- $OUS La ru,onsabilitl d',nodltions "iNierh (u.
Pour ehlcune de ees .odalitls
n~c~suires
- description des types d' enseigne8ent
noillbre d' heuru/sellliine par Innle d'ltudr
nolll!)re d' HlvtS par nivelu d'ltude et poll" lan;;.;,
lit-ents
stat; st iQues
I--
tnstignlf
1,.1.,. Au cas 0171 dfS tnu;gn'IrI,nts utnscol.irrs de tar-.;ue .atern,H, rt
de culture d'orig;nesont donn~s d..ns lfS louult d" colu pubLiQuu
au sub~tionnlfS.. un lottl" "t-il per;u ! (2)
$; oui . charge de qui
(1) REpcndre AceHt Qutst ion dans 111 lIIIesurlt dupQssiblt
(2) La perception d'un Loyer 01.1 d' .utres frah pour l' o:ct:~.t;on de
loclul( stolaires par des tours ;ntlgrls 01.1 difUrf$ dt tln;y,
et culture ~aternelle fit ;lllgale~~ 
e.ents
s~.t;stiQ'Ues
r.~:ess.i res
2. : .
2 . ? .
" .
l..2.
I. 
1sP
Y a-t-;I participation dans In ft,is  de  fonctiOTlntllent
(~clairi9t, nettorage , chauffagt)?
5i oui i charge de Qui ?
~~!!i9~!!:!!! ~!_l!!:!g~!_
!!!!!~!!!_
!Lc!e- cy~turt ~"~rj9in!
Enstig~ants du pays d'.~cueil;
C3ul'1 est leur statut etQui est teur t8))leyPlJr ?
- Qutllt est leur qualification?
Enspig!"\ants en provenance despa)'s dtori;ine,
,uel est leur statut et qui est leur e~toyeur  Uonctionnaires
dHachrs,  elflployh au service des CC)nSU\'lts, des autoritis
locales 01.1 region. It'S, d'anodatiMs d' i."igres, etc.
Comment est exercie, dans Les deux situ~tions pr~cit~es, L' inspec'
scolaire  et/olJ  La 9uidance pedagogi~ue.
Nc.rnbre d' enseignants de langue aaternelle tt de culture
ongine dispensant un tnnigne.ent intf9rr 01.1 diffire
par langue ense1gnre.
~22~t~!  !i2!:!-e!~~g29i9~!_
!~!!!_
2!l!-  d' ac f~i!~
!!_
E!l! - :2!i9i~!
!~9 i~ ~ 
!~! - - _
! :!!:!~! ig!:!!~!!:!! -i~!tg!t -
!! _
!!~9!:!L!.!- ~!_
!!_~!:!!!!:!!:!
!!:2!i9i!:!!
Avec Quels Etats lIe.brt'S de h Co.;Jnautr
des acCQrds specifiques ant-its rte conclus pour la ~ise
en oeuvre  de  1. directive,
des negotiations sont-eltes en tours ?
Avec quel pays tiers
. des accords visant une cooperation peda~o;i~ue ont-ils
He cone Ius?
des negotiations sont-elles en cours ?
Veuillez joi~dre av rapport les te~tes des accords ou conventions./I~o
n'l
Forll'.l\;ol'l du e"~t'ig"l"'ts (1)
' .
t~! ~  i9~!~! 
~~ 
2!1!_~=!~~~!i!
For.,tion initi.t~ spfcifiQUr .0 0 . . . . . . . o. . . . . . . 
.. . . .. . . ....
les ~nsti.n.nts  nivtlU prt.aire fit du ,. cycl~ efe l'tfts.';
gr.tlf.tnt ncondlire ~',,~fidtnt-Hs cJ' Uflt' for.,ti...n it,iti,lt
ltS prEplrant a h prin en ch..rVt cso t'ntAr.ts d:. trlvl;llturs
I\;grlnu 
- Qut'llt' t'st II nlturt dt cttte foraltion ~plcifique ?
IUaents 
s':at;st iQuu 
n~cesslirtS
no~bre cS' ense;gnants dipl6ais en 198' ou 1985 111nt binef\Cit
cJ' unt' foraltion initiale sl)fcifiqi,W. 
5. , . For",t  ion  conti~ .
...................
tLiae-nts
utistiqun
f'\i::essai res
Une for..t ion cont inUt rlpondant lux ~soins spec if ;Qi,WS de.
enflnts d~s trlvl.lleurs .itrlnts a-t-ellt fte .ist en plitt ?
. j)e~ri'VU
- ' -,  - , ---'......-"'! , "
Noahrt 4r'en~tignlnts ay.nt Wnifidf d'une tdlt forl!l~'-C!'\.
' . L
' . ~.. ,
tont;~iJurant' \"Innh scohir~ ;_'85. ", :"'t~~,
5.. ~~~t!_ ~J.
~..;.
~~jt'!
1. Foraltion spfcifiQUt'
. 0 0 . . . . . 
.... .... . .. 
iUaents
stat" st ;qut's
nicessaires
EJis~e-t-;l dl~s votre Plys un &odele de forwation initille
ou c.olllpltlltnta;re pour ense ignlnt I, dtst ints Ii prendre en
c.hargt' lei enfants dt vos ffssortisslnts ttablis Ii L'itranger 
. quelle est La nature de tette f~:z.tion sptcifiQu. ?
nocbrt d'enseisnants sortis en '98'/85 ayant ben~fic;t
unt fora.tion spicifique.
(1) Sptcifier ~r -cilatunt" cSes r~u i cu questions queUes sont
lei autorit~s org~batdus as divers t~s de for.Uion
- autorith ftllt ionaLesetiou
:...~ autorithlfi;qn.~es' U1ou'
- .utorit~s t~.t~$~~
- issociat;ons privies, subventionnl~s, non subventionnles4Q1
?2. for~at ion tont inu~
..................
- Vos serviet$ tonsulairu ortaniunt-ils un~ forl!la~icl"l
cont ;nut drs enn i9nanu 8'8nt en  charge its enfants
d~ vos reBortisunts ?
~: ~...ents
s~.~ ist ~Qut$
f'\~.:!'ssa' r!'s
. dans Quels naU8eabru 
nombre d' el"lse;gnants a11nt b~nlfit;t en  19!'/8S  u~el
fe:rrr,at ;0" eont ;nut plr (ut .ttr'.~rt 
- Vos tnstig"ants de langues ~t cultures d'or;gin~ sont-ils
adm;s au lOUrs de for~al;oncontinue organisls. ~ir 1~s
pays d' aeeuti 1 ?
Si oui, sous qu~llu conditions?
Hc-c.tl"lts
stat ist iQutS
I flee tssa; res
Hombre d' tnseignantS a)'lot  bfnHicil ~n19a"'a5 d' unf'
tllt formation continu~, plr rtat etmbre
A,,!!,: